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ABSTRACT
This first phase of an exemplary career development

project in Maryland included the following seven action programs,
each with general and specific goals and objectives: (1) a team
approach at selected junior high schools involVing counselors, home
economics, and industrial arts teachers, (2) use of a full-time
resource consultant in five elementary schools, (3) development of a.
computerized job placement4nformation systeliffihtended especially
for senior high students, (W 9a cooperative work experience program
for 21 potential dropouts betWeen the ages of 14 and 16, .(5) planning
and implementing a statewide instructional television series, ()
develolng.a notebook with career education ideas for educators, and
(7) information'disSemination. This first annual report was written
by a third-party evaluation team..This formative, evaluation included
extensive program descriptionS4 program forms, and recommendations
The overall project goals, which included the development of
self-awareness, career awareness, decision-making skills, and career
transition abilities, are successfully being accomplished. (AG)
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IntrOCluction

This report was r::-..-itten by a third party evaluL.:ion team
in accordance with the provision5 of the Federal 1;e: ter Vol-
ume 35, Number 143, July 24, 1970, entitled Researat, and Train-
inp-, Exenolary and Cur riculum Pre.:rams in Vocational IIcatipn.
ender section 103.45 l'rogram accoltability and evalua tion pro-
cedures a third party shall cletari7=Ine-the effectivpneF7 of the
:)rogram by censidel-inE the pllow:.ngpoints.

) The extent which the c;:jectives of th, prom cr
project have been accor:::,1i1:3hed.
That factors either r,r1E-, or -thE
,sent of the cfljectiv

the iLcluEdon of tne successfulaspects of the
Program or project into vocational education programs
supported with funds other than thoSe provided under
the'grant.

The first two points require evaluation. strategies which
would describe the discrepancy between the expectations and
actual performance. Accordingly .at the outset it was considered
appropriate to review the objectives-as stated by--(1) DIFEW and
(2) as in the proposal submitted by-the leaders from the Liary
land State Dept.

The
the

Objectives for exemplary projects, as stated
in the guidelines of DAVTE Policy Paper Mo. AVL-V70-1,
October 2, 1969 are as follows:

1. Provisions for broad occupational orientation at
the elementary and secondary school levels so as to
increase student awareness of the range of options
open to them (students) in the world of work.

2. Provisions for work experience, cooperative/edu-
cation and similar programs, making possible a
wide variety of offerings in many occupational-
areas.'

3. Provisions for students not previously enrolled in
vocational programs to receive specific training
in job entry skills prior to the tire that they
leave school. (Some of these training programs
might be very intensive and of short duration).



L. Provisions for intensive occupational guidance and
counseling during the last years of school and for
initial placement of all students at the completion
of their schooling. (Placement might be in a job
or in post secondary occupational training. Place-
ment should be accomplished in cooperation with'
app.-opriate employment services, manpOwer agencies,
etc.).

5. Provisions for the grantee or contractor to
the proTrrn.m with tY:c, support from 17egui, __a-
ing after termination of the. Federal
assistance .under- Part D of P.L. 90-576. (Federal
assistance under Part .D-cannot exceed three years).

Under Part D,'Congress defined the purpose of
exemplary programs and projects: "tc stimulate
through Federal financial support, new ways to ore7
ate a-bridge between school and earning a living for,
:young people, who are still inschool, who have left
school either by graduation or dropping out, or
who are in post-secondary programs of vocational
preparation, and to promote cooperation between
public:education and manpower agencies."

Guided by the aboVe policies the Maryland State Department
of Education's.Interdivisional Task Force on Career Develop-
ment developed a.series of objectives. From the objectives
operational 'procedures and the resources to attain the ob-
jectives were determined. The procedures were included in tha
total project identified.as.the Maryland Career Development
_Project (K-Adult).

The flaryland Career Development Project* provides for
several programs or activities of an exemplary nature which
are designed to facilitate the process of career development,
by accomplishing or demonstrating one or more of the following
objectives:

1. To help individuals develop a positive self- .concept
and a greater degree of self-understhding.

2. To help students learn about and unders nd the range
of educational and career opportunities Presently
available and that are likely to be availa le in- the.
future.

* The Maryland Career Development Project was approved by the
Maryland State Board of Education in March, 1970 ;' for submis-
sion to the U. S. Office of Education. The project was approVed
for funding by Contract No. OEC-0-70-5186(361) under the pro-
visions of Part D (Exemplary Programs) of the Vocational Edu-
cation Amendments of 1968, and began operation in June, 100.
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To help students develop and use the decision making
process more effectively.

4. To help individual:2, make smoother transitions at key
points during their career-life, such as the transition
from school to further training or to work.

i.iaryland Career Development Project will:

A. Provide a resource person in career development to work
with the teachers and counselors in five elementary
schools in Baltimore City and devise procedures, pro-
grams, and materials which will:

Help youngsters learn' more
temselves positively.

Help youngsters learn more about the world of work
and to relate this knowledge to their work in school.

juniorB. Develop a workshop for teams. c) unior high school
counselors, teachers, adMinistrators-, and specialists
in whicl-Ohey can learn about the concept of career
development;- and work together in plannikg career
exploration \programs for their own school'..

C. Develop a .comprehensive information system which will
utilize various media, along with computer and micro-
film technology in making available.various kinds of
information. about education, training, and employment
opportunities. This system should strengthen he
existing placement process, thereby enabling students .

to make a smoother transition from school te.the world
of work or further education or training..

about themselves and see

D. Work with neighborhood employers and community agencies
in, developing a work-oriented program for drop.out
prone students. The program is designed to set up
interaction between students, the school, and-the
community.in such a way that students learn a variety
of skills related to employability and peopleAin the
community learn more. about the school's Programs.

E. Produce a television series of approximately fourteen
thii-ty minute programs which will be oriented towards
students in grades L- -5. The'primary purpose of the
.series- will be to facilitate the'.career exploration
process.

(J.

F. 'Develop' a State career development resource notebook
for educators.



G. Conduct a state-wide conference devoted to the concept
of career development, its objectives and programs.

To achieve the above goals seven major components or action
projects were designed each with a set of terminal objectives
which were to-be implemented.

ThJ discrete major components were*;

A. Junior High School Component
, B. Elementary School Component

C. Computer Interactive Learning System Component
D. Work Advocate Component
E. Instructional Television Series Component
F. Career Development Notebook
G. State Wide Dissemenation Conference

The multiple objectives of the components were analyzed for
congruency with the stated terminal objectives of the proposal
and conditions expected and set forth by the U. S. Office of
Educatiott. At the outset the third party evaluation team did
recognize the objectives of the components and the planned
strategies df implementation to be appropriate. Appropriateness
was determined by interacting with all staff leaders of the
components, reviewing implementation activities and alternate
strategies for achieving the goals.

Role of the Evluation Team

The third party evaluation team included a director of
evaluation and an assistant. A non-directive objective posture
was assumed, the team identified and collected performance infor-
mation, and after analysis reported differences or discreP-
ancies with the objectives set forth by the component leaders
and overall project administrators. Input from the evaluation
team often led to the problem solving and decision making pro-
cesses in which .corrective actions were developed by consensus of
all staff and administrators.

The evaluation team had positive acceptance and assurance
that the on-going formative evaluations provided would be con-
sidered and that the input, if appropriate and if accepted by
consensus, would serve the process of adjustment, change and
development. The emotional climate fOr this function was found
ta be favorable. It eras experienced that most leaders of com-
ponents did change actions and intermediate goals where perfor-
mance was at variance with goals. Known changes have been con-
tinuously, made by consensus, resulting in new priorities and
corrective actions in accord with the objectives.

This report is written' and organized in the order of the
ajar. components as presented above.

-k
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The formative evaluation process also included:

A. identifying and defining needs to meet established
goals.

B. Collecting descriptive information and data about
field activities.

C. Guiding internal or self evaluation within each
component.

D. Conducting liason activities between the field
operations andHthe,administration. Reporting
discrepancies and promoting group consensus in
deciding corrective actions and alternate strat-
egies.

E. Reviewing and evaluating the process, interim pro-
duotssuch as lesson plans, units of study
activities and Content of cognitive expectations.

F. Relating the component objectives to:
Input resources and conditions.
Process treatment and transactions
Output products and perfOrmante

G. ,Jiherever possible identifying cause of program
deficiency and promoting consensus and assuring
channels of communication, and also assisting- in
!obtaining authoritative consultants, etc. for
making judgments about problems.

J



Junior High School Component

INTRODUCTION

The Maryland Career Development Project included an exempfary

program within select d Junior High Schools designed with the

expectation to achie e the following objectives:

a. To bring together counselors, home economics, and
industrial arts teachers so that they might learn
about and develop skills applicable to the career
exploration process.

b. To assist these teams in working together to create
a plan for their own schools.

c. To supervise plan implementation which might result
in model.impications for career exploration pro-

. grams throughout the State.

-Rationale for the selection of industrial arts and home

economics teachers toform thp triad with counselors was supported

byt.the existence and acceptance of experiences unique to these

two disciplines which could enhance the guidance dynamic with

manipulative activities. FacilitatiOn of a team approach to

career exploration for all students was Seen as realistically

achieved through the pooling of both content philosophy and skill.

An advisory committee was formed with a membership cf State

Department specialists, county supervisors, and miversity

personnel. Expertise in each of the three areas was thus assured

and employed through three contributing groups. Both tacit and,

explicit contracts were drawn between the Maryland State Depart-

ment of Education; the Division,of Vocational-TechniCal EdU-

cation; and the Department of Industrial Education, University



'land, under the -F'unding aegis of the Statewide Career,

eve?-)nment Project. In May of 1970, letters over State Super-

.:ntendent James A.,Sensenbaugh's signature were sent to all .

c-,unty superintendents inviting team applications.'liesponse

t-Torr seven schools, representing five districts including

1i7lore City. Of these, s_ teams were able to participate,

with one of these: teams reduced toa membership of,one, the

because of cerlain circumstances..

It was determined by the advisory committee that the

participants would become immediately involved in work-simulation

tass, and action- oriented research. In a partial

departure from traditional lecture format, staff members would

assume both keynoting and consulting roles as the workshop,

progressed. Because the workshop's stated goal was the pooling

of three disciplines to iffect a workable 'plan for each school,

it was decided that the'exposure of all participants to a novel

group txperienCe would provide a baseline for team unity and

innevation, and.also demonstrate one of many techniques which

the team might emplo-y in the school setting. The first week

was thereby selected to accomplish this grojap experience, while

the secohd week would contain,both additional small grOup

activity and planning sessions for.the customdesigned product

of each team.'

lembers of the committee stated the ,following terminal'ana

intermediate objectives-fOryorkshop participants who would
,

finally implement strategies and activities in their schools.
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SHORT-TERN OBJECTIVES....TO BE REALIZED AT WORKSHOP'S CONCLUSION

THE TEAM MEMBER WILL

Acquire a broader understanding of the world of work
through the assumption of the multiple roles of to-
day's worker; i.e. producer,=consumer, distributor,
conveyor, manager, craftsman, designer, assembler,
analyst, personnel worker_;,safety director, cost-
accounting, maintenance, etc.

2. Identify the contribution he can make toward the pro-
vision of similar role toward this acquisition by play-
ding experiences for his students.

.3

Recognize the value of a team approach to career
development.

Recommend the curriculum changes which would facilitate
this team approach.

5. Suggest means which involve the total parent/business/
industrial community in this plan;

6. Effectively relate school subjects to broad vocational
skills.

7. ,,Justify career exploration for all junior high studen

LONG-TERM OBJECTIVES....TO BE PURSUED IN THE OPERATIONAL SETT NG

TEE TEAM WILL

1. Demonstrate its commitment to career exploration by
encouraging total school support through inservice
meetings.

2. Open its program potential to all school staff members
who wish to become affiliated with it.

3. Find means. of motivating students toward self-knowledge
through a checks and balances system of interests vs.
aptitudes.

4. Provide opportunities to all students for reality-
testing in a multi-disciplinary setting which
emphasize actual task involvement.

5. Enlist and involve members of the parent and business .
community in an ongoing procesS'of curriculum enrich
merit.



6. Develop deci drig skills by permitting students
to engage in L,4.uuces of Wishing, trying, taking
consequences, and evalUating their performances.

7. Prepare those students for differentiated skill
development while permitting them:to delay, change,

or postpone. declarations of occupational choice.

8. Plan learning experiences which are meaningful to
students from a variety of socio-economic and intelloct-
,ual backgrounds.

Evaluate its ,impact upon the student body, the school
staff, and the community at large by assessing its
goal proximity in behavioral terms.

Workshop Activities A brief description of the input and prozess

of training teachers for career exploration work is provided.

However, interested persons should contact the Director of_the

project; for more detailed information, schedules; content, etc.

At the Outset of the workshop an attempt was made to eval-

uate the knowledge, opinions and attitudes' of the partitipants.

Following were keynote addresses by distinguished consultants-

from the three areas involved.

The next two days were devoted to the formation of a

simulated company and the naming and clarification of the asso-

ciated product. Role assignmentS were made and researched,

and participants interviewed their"counterparts" in industry.

Culmination of effort was realized in a line-production scheme

demonstrating both the interdependence of workers upon one

another and a hands-on experience resulting in a tangible pro-

duct. The first week concluded with review of information ac-

quired, open discussion, and the additional input from teachers

in the field who-had used still other techniques to involve

`student groups in exploratory activities.
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Titles concentrated upon extended periods of

team plann11.8, a walking tour of the College Park area bus,i-
N

nesses, and further demonstrations of human and material re-

source, which could be applicable in operational settings.'

On the last day participants gave both oral and written

reports to the group at large. These reports exemplified a team

commitment to action and were distinguished by their ingenuity

and practicality. In 'addition, participants reported the pro-
,

fessional and personal gains they had realized From the asso-

ciation with members of other discipline areas.

Three evaluative instruments were then administered to

all participants. One was a replication of the questionnaire

on attitudes and priority concerns. The other measures pro-

vided an estimate of cognitive gains, behavioral changes, and

expressed merits of the workshop.

The third party evaluator made an external evaluation by

,l) making an analysis of the stated objectives built into the

workshop goals, 2) extracting elements and sub-elements from

these objectives, 3) categorizing these elements into cognitive

and effective expectations, and 4) constructing reactive type

items. See appendix A.

All the data gathered were considered as being used for a

formative rather than summative evaluation. Discrepancies

and directions for improvement were sought. All exp..:ci;ations

were tempered with the known limitations of the short duration

of the workshop.
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Non-obstrUsive evaluation techniques were also employed.

VOr a more detailed accoun!' 3f the evaluation findings a Pro--

'gress report is available from the director of the project.

The. discrepancy information obtained from the evaluation

prOvided. input for planning on strategies of how to meet the

-need. -of the teachers as they return to their schools to imple-

ment the strategies for achieving the career exploration object-

'As an example:

On September 29,-1570, th AdvisoryCommittee met to review

the activities and reported discrepancies of the workshop and

to engage in a formative type of evaluatidn and planning. Des-

criptive and quantitative data were studied. Input from comm-

ittee members included reports on the status of plan implemen-

tation at several schools. flumerous problems of communication,

scheduling, public relations, and budgeting emerged. IJany of

these problems were accurate reflections of those predicted earl-

ier by the participants. Responsibility for corrective actions

were delegated and time schedules for resolution were made.

Testimony was brought-forth to the fact that visible evidence

of plan operation had been observed in most schools. A need for

real And immediate support. from the Advisory Committee members

was reportedly expressed by individual team members. AdVisory

group consensus was thereby stated as an assumption of responsi-

bility for assisting the teams in devising strategies to en-
tr.

gage the total school and community. In responding to the
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very real concern of the participant teams; how to do it, as

opposed to what to do, committee members resolved to:

a. make themselves available to schools during and
between scheduled visits whenever possible,

b. recommend specific human and material resource
which might apply to individual school team's
operation,

c., plan for subsequent workshops by employing data
derived from this experience as baseline for
improvement, and

d. communicate, share and disseminate, new innovative
activities that best meet planned objectives.

Staff members arranged scheduled visits to each of the

teams' home schools. Continuous contract between the evaluator,

staff, and team members served the formative process where

immediate adjustments were made when discrepancies occurred.
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Evaluation Hethod

It wa decided by the evaluator (consensus was obtained)

that during the formative proccLJs of the project no attempt

would be Made to use rigorous quantitative methods. The ap-

proach to evaluation was guided'by suggestions froth readings

found in the book Discrepancy Evaluation by Malcom Provus.
1

The role of the evaluation team has been stated (at the begin-

ning of this paper). Evaluation proceeded by (a) defining and

redefining expectations (b) identifying discrepancies between

program activities (performance) and specific goals and (c) pro-

viding program managers with discrepancy information for decision

making. The methods of evaluation resorted to by the evaluation

team included presence at all staff meetings and conferences,

obstrusive and non-obstrusive data colle.etion techniques,

interviews, monitoring, check lists, informal conversations with

staff and students, oral and written progress reports, and inven-

tory sheets and questionnaires. See appendix B.

Four developmental stages and their contents were observed.

These included, 1) Design 2) Installation 3) Process 4) Product

5) Program comparison. Evaluation of each of the above stages

proceeded by comparing the stated expectations (goals)" with

actual performance.

Provus, M. Discrepancy Evaluation for Educational Program.
Improvement and Assessment, Berkley, California,_
1971, LicCutchan Publishing Co. ,

k
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Mon Junior High chool was considered separately in light

of the objectives they set forth for themselves and which were,

by consensus, determine' to 1.7_-=7_, in accord with the total project

objectives.

Plan of Presentation

In the following pages of this chapter each Junior High
\

School involved in th7 project is reviewed by the presentation_

of:

demographic data

2. the team objectives (:goals)

3. randomly selected activity or activities.used to imple-

m,ent objectives (proces1:1)

-4. randomly selected software (products)

5. data from_students whre available (products).

6. evaluation and findins based on discrepancy between

goals and performance

7. some recommendations.

The decision was made that within this evaluation' the-

namcs of the schools, adminisLrators and teachers (should remain

anonlmous as 7.1uch as possible) would be omitted.

School A Demography

city wilhin whi this F-_shool is _ocated has a pepu-

lat_ of one million. has heavy ind shipping, large

orp -tions of every ty: - down to --Ines of commerce

and i: lividualentreprn- Ls. These industrf.L. provide employ-

ment fir people of many groups. While theschool has
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open enrollment to all, its student body totals 2450 and, is all

black. It was estimated that 35% of the students enter °liege.

The average salary of the parents is ,.;4,500.00, rangin from

people on welfare to professional occupations. The curriculum

is mainly general education with offerings in vocational education

and industrial arts. The vocational and industrial arts pro-

grams do not have the full complement Of laboratories as usually

found in schools designed for these programs. The students

involved in this project were in the grades 7 thru 9.

Team A Objectives

Team A as well as others, adopted the objectives suggested

in the Career Development Workshop as realistic, longterm goals

that they will pursue as a team. These objectives were as fol-

lows:

. THE TEAT:I -WILL

1. Demonstrate its commitment to career exploration by
encouraging total_school support through in- service

meetings..

2. Open its program potential to all school staff members
who wish to become affiliated with it.

3. Find means of motivating students toward self-knowledge
through a checks and balances system of interests vs.

a.ptitudeS.

4.. *Provide opportunities to all students for reality-test-
ing in a multi-disciplinary setting which emphasizes
hands-on-experience.

Enlist and involvd'Members of the parent and business
community in an on-going process of, curriculum enrich-
ment.
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6. Develop decision-making skills by permitting students to
engage in sequences ofvishing, trying, taking con-
sequences, -and evaluating their performances.

7. Prepare -those. students for differentiated skill
development while permitting them to delay, change,
or postone declarations of occupational choice.

8.. .Plan learning experiences which are meaningful to stu-
dents from a variety of socio-economic and intellectual
backgroundt.

9. Evaluate its impact upon the student body, the school
staff, and the community at large by assessing-its goal
proximity in behavioral terms.

Specific Objectives for Limited Numbers of Students in 1970-71

It is expected that-during the school year. 1970-71, the

main thrust of the plan will center around four. eighth trade

classes. Each will be tested for attitudes and career knowledge

early in the year. Two of these classes willIDe a control group,

while the other two will have greater career' exploration oppor-

tunities through line production, role playing and other means.

Near the end of the school year evaluation of the two groups'

will be done.

It is intended that this plan will be implemented by means

of the proposals we have suggested for staff and community in-

volvement:
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Objec tives of Pupils

The pupil will

I. Identify feelings about one's self by
A. Taking inventory tests
B. 'Participating in group counseling sessions and

individual interviews

II. Identify present .career attitUdeS by .

. A. Taking inventory tests,
B. Participating in group discussions

III. Develop career attitudes by.
A. Going on field trips
B. Interacting with resource people
C. Using audio-visual aids and other media

IV. Experience decision making by
.4 A. Choosing a role for line Troduction

B. Planning and operating a company
C. Conducting a production line
D., Electing 'subjects for-study in the 9th Grade -
E. Selecting industries, businessea, .and educational

institutions to visit
F, Planning and executing culminating activities

V. Evaluate attitudes and information gathered about careers by
A. Retaking inventory tests
B. Interacting with the control group through quizzes,

games, panels, etc.
C. Displaying an exhibit(s) of information gained abOut

some careers in some industries, businesses and
service areas
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"Working Together with Staff"_

.

I. Acquainting the 'faculty with the "Career Exploration°.
concept and its place in our junior high school

A.. 'Presviit the program and share our summer workshop
experiences with members, in our department at first.
departmental meeting.

3. Prepare a showcase ditplaying materials pertinent
to career exploration.

c

C. Present the prbgram to 'the' faculty at. a faculty meeting.

1, Use slide'segments on careers from the Guidance
Department, 'University of 1.iarylan-d; at another
meeting.

2. Conduct a question and answer !period,

D.. Use video tape about produCtion.line from'our wOrkshep..
this summer at a subsequent. meeting.

II. Enlisting the cooperation of the faculty and staff in
developing and tart'ying out the :program..

A: .Discuss detailed plans, wj:th department heads in the
administrative council meetings.

.

B.
NAsk for time at departmental meeting-to.exchange icLeas

of career exploration in other disciplines.,

C: Request that faculty members from other disciplines
work in conjunction with the "aareer Exploration" -pro-
gram in the following ways: -

1. Help pupil's in el-:-.aQuting ppojects or assignments
about career as it pertains to their disciplines.

2. Help in,planning tours to business, industry or
other places,

3. Request that they give some careeremphasis to
trips which they will take in their disciplines.

a. Provide puljils with questions 'we and they would
like to know about the occupatian.of people who
work at place being



b. Provide teachers with, forms on Which pupils
could record the 'information they learned from
viorkers while making their visitation.

4. Request that faculty answer a questionnaire or
submit suggestions about student needs.

Encourage faculty members to gather some information
about a career which they are unfamiliar with to
bring home importance of career development as
-a part of the school program.

III. Utilize faculty members or other staff members why have
avocations in business, industry, services, etc. in the
following ways - Ex. part-time realtor, insurance salesman,
etc.

A. Use as consultants for pupils who wish, to interview
'them about their avocations.

B.. Ftake materials available to pupils and faculty re: the
avocation.

C. Arrange for visits to their companies.

-
."..."



Establishing Connections th the Comm

A. Parents:

1. Give- presentation to Pict_ the concept of career
exploration at the ,junior high level.

2. Consult with parents to determine their view of
pupil needs in career exploration.

3. Involve parents'in present-ing,information abouttheir
careers' to students, by bringing, parents to school to
talk about their jobs. Take pictures of them on the
job when possible.

4., Take pupils to Visit businesses and professional
establish6rents owned by-parents.

5. Ask parehts to arrange for visits by pupils to businesses
and industry where parents,are employed.

6. Invite parents to accompany' pupils. and teachers on field
trips to business -and industry

7. Make available career information and counseling to
parents interested in helping their child to' make
intelligent career choices.

8. Develop materials for general distribution to parents
and for use by parents who come to the school to seek
information.

9. Invite parents .to observe line production.

B. Business, industry and local government:

1. Arrange for some pccupational'inquiries to,be made on
all field trips from the school. Provide "guideline's and
questionnaires for teachers for this purpose. Collect'
reports from teachers about information'they gathered.

2. Develop materiaj on our school career exploration pro-
gram.as a selling technique to enlist the cooperatiOn
of industry.

3. 'Consult with business and industry to determine their
views of students needs in career exploration.

4. . Invite business and industry people to visit for assembly
programs, to aid in classroom career exploration and to
it in on planning sessions for school-wide program in

career exploration.



Encourage :business and industry to provide opportuni-
ties for students to work part time 'and/or observe the
type of work in their' situation.

Enlist cooperation of businesS and industry in develop-
ing a visual presentation (likely,slides) for pupils
about variety of career opportunitieS.

Collect career development histories of-local people
who have entered professional, management of other
successful positions through vocational education, as
opposed to college prep bourses in high school followed'
immediately by college,. Group some -of these people
into a speaking group or panel to present this'te stu-
dents, teachers and parents.,

Role play a government day throughthe.socialfstudies
and/or Fnglish department -where students have inter-
viewed, government leaders ,to' better. understand 'their
jobs.

9. Contact the Youth Opportunity Center
work together on career explompion.

C. Schools Senior High Vocational;--

6 see- how we might e

Arrange return visits by ex-studnts of our school--;
include those one or two ye'arS out of junior,high.apd
those who may have left earlier and have found success'
its a-vocation. liave them,exPlain their high school
program and their persqn6a development formally in
assemblies and/or informally inhome ..economics and
industrial arts classes.

2. Collect questions by junior high'students to ask of -a

oehior high students. -Obtain answers by interviews.:
Some of our pupils may go to senior high school to,inter-

, view pupils, for answers

3. Deyelbp slide. pr.esentations of senior high vocational
programs.

. Continue fieldtripS by students to'sehior high.pre-
grams. Enqourage teachers to accompany the students
to-familiarize,tpemselves with the program.

Community as a 'Thole:,

Set up a part -time' and summer employment bUrea.--possibly
icluding some job training., (Babysitting- -part ofhom&
economics, lawn trimming,- etc. .

This could be in the school and could be partially manned .

by students. .

.

. ,
. . .

- ,.._
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PROPOSED .SPECIFIC COMMUNITY CONTACTS

Industry - Westinghouse, Sandra East, Equal Opportunities
Coordinator, will bring Living Witness Program
for 9th graders and/or 8th graders. Tour to meet
with middle management personnel and product workers

.

Glenn L. Martin - Tour to-meet with middle manage-
ment personnel and production workers and observe
the production line in action

Business Some owned by parents and teachers of our pupils

Northwest Protective Agency
Horton 1.1oving.and Transfer Co.
.Insurance
Fulton_ Animal Hospital
Real Estate

Business in the,Community -

Shopping Center - Salesmanship
Florist - Flower arrangement for home management

class
Catering service
Baking company

Services and Institutions-

Druid Health Center
-Sinai-Druid Health Center
Ht. Zion United Methodist Church -.Day Care Center



Additional Objectives Career Exploration
in Home Economics/Clothing and Textiles

School A

The students will

18

1. Describe their feelings about careers and occupational,
fields.

2. Have the opportunity to explore a wide range of career
alternatives and to familarize themselves with vocational
choices.

3. Be exposed to career alternatives through direct contact
with people who exemplify these alternatives.

4. Obtain knowledge of occupational fields which are re-
lated to Home Economics.

5. Begin to develop those competencies necessary to per-
form in the working world.

6. Apply gained knowledge and skills of clothing construction
to the line products of an accessory and novelty
enterprise.

Use principles of safety in carrying out the design and
construction of the product.

8. Produce goods to be sold in the manner decided, by the
claSs and to dispose of these in accordance with real
distributive pratices.

9. Identify the role and need of English, math, science,
geometry and other studies in the various careers.



Additional Objectives of the Industrial Arts Teacher

School A

ljanufacturing.
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Objectives:
1. To review the history of manufacturing.
2., To learn the important part manufacturing plays in
our economic freedom.

What to make.

Objectives:
1. To learn how ideas grow.
2. To determine what projects could be manufactured
in the school shop.

How to make it.

Objectives:
1. To learn how Abanalyze a job or project intelli-
gently.
2. To study the problem of how best to produce the
project of your choice.

Production methods.

Objectives:
1. To stimulate thinking about the designing of
tools to accomplish multiple production.
2. To learn the advantages of using production methods
when producing large numbers of articles or parts.

Plant layout.

Objectives:
1. TO learn the need for, and advantages of, efficient
plant layout.
2. To study a means of determining what tools and
equipment are needed for production.
3. To find the best possible plant layout for.the
manufacture of a product.

Personnel.'

Objectives:
1. To learrnhow the personnel of a manufacturing
concern is organized for. efficient production.
2. To learn the importance of being a dependable
worker.
3. To study the qualifications of a supervisor or
foreman.
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The business end.

Objectives:
1. i dy t1-._e important cost. elements of raw
mater al-c, labor, and overhead.
2. To appreciate the American free-enterprise system
from both the manufacturer's and retail6r's view-
pointz,



1.IAKING LiELIOR.ANDIJI:: PADS

OBJECTIVES

1. To learn simple
bookbinding.

fundamental operations found in production

2. To acquaint the student with many of the basic materials.

3. To acquaint the student with the basic tools and templates
of mass production.

To leatm the process of production assembling.

5. To learn the method of making and personalizing the pads.

COST TO IdAKE PADS

RAW flATERIAL $0.18

DIRECT COSTS (LABOR) .25

:INDIRECT EXPENSES .10

TOTAL COST .63-

PROFIT'

1:ANUFACTURER'S PRICE

Number'ofpi-ojects sold
Cost to make

Profit

21

68 x W.75 = ?51.00
-16.00
;4,35.00



Additional Objectives Career Exploration in Child Care

The student will

22

1. Interview and observe the various workers and agencies
involved in the care of children.

2. Identify the possibilities of teenage employment in the
child care field.

3. Apply their knowledge of the charadteristics of young
children in designing a toy.or toys suitable for them.

4; Use principles of safety in designing toys for children.

5. Demonstrate the role of one or more production personnel
in role playing the operation of a toy company.

6. Carry out this role based upon principles of good
organization.

7. 'Produce toys to be distributed in a manner decided upon
by the class company.

80. Identify some feelings about herself by evaluating her
role in the class company with the help Of 'fellow
students, the'counSelor and the teacher.



BOUTIQUE COLIPANY

1.Iaterials List

Ruby's Craft World

Quantity

39

Description

dozen Giant jump rings

Price

60

.Amount

23.40

4 dozen loops .40 1.60

8 pkg. Plastic beads .29 2.32

2 pkg. eyes .29 .58

4 tubes Indian beads .19 .76

2 tubes Indian beads .29 .58

2 pkg. sew-on sequins .29 .58

1 pkg. sew-on jewels .39 39
4;30.21
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BOUTIQUE COMPANY

Materials List

AF_e,---ican Trimming House

C, -,tity Description Unit Price Amount

2 large "Sobos" 1.25 2.50

54 yds. :/.16 assorted colored grosgrain 18.90

32 yds. fi19 assorted colored grosgrain .35 8.00

25 yds. ;745 assorted colored grosgrain .15 3.75

10 yds. ir.)
iL, assorted colored grosgrain .10 1.00

8 yds. 717767 Braid .15 1.20

4 yds. straw braid .10 .40

2 strings pearls .50 1.00

8 yds.. silver and gold braid .10 .80

4 yds. Y40 grosgrain .40' 1.60

1
2 yd. gold and silver trim 1.00

1 yd. daisy chain .80 :80

1 spray 913 Black Eyed Susan '.40

2
,

pkg. ,eyelets .4o

1 pl,:;-. 11671 trim .-.65

1 pkg. beads .20
--------___ `qi44.80

MORTON SCHENK AND COMPANY

25 Eyelets
48 3.13e1tine
42 Cord Braid

100 Brass Tips

. 25 6.25

. 30 14.40

. 20 8.40

. 10 lo.00



COLIPAFY

Liaterials List

American Trimming House

f large

54 yds. ass't colored grosgrain ribbon

32 yds. ass't colored grosgrain

25 yds /f5 Ass't colored grosgrain.

10. yds if3 ass't colored grosgrain

8yds. i'7767 braid

4 yds. straw braid

'8 yds. silver and gOld braid

2 strings pearls

21 yd. gold and silver trim

4 yds. i;i40 grosgrain

1 yd daisy chain .80 yd. .80

1 spray 913 Black 2ya Susan .40

2 pkg. eyelets., .20 ea. .40

1 pkg. ;;;11671'trim e .65

1 pkg. beads .20
c42. 6o

1.2.19" ea. 2.50

.35 ea. 18.90

.35 tea. 8.00

.15 ea. 3.75

.10 ea. 1.00

.15 ea. 1.20

.10 ea. .40

.10 .80

.50 ea. 1.00

1.00

1.60
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School A; Ttandomay Selected Activities

It was evident to .0-th evaluators that the team in this school=,

was capable of initiating programs in the field which demonstrated

learning gained in the workshop. At their return to wo* in,

the fall they conducted.an all school fadulty assembly with the

full support of thetadministration. At this assembly the team

presented the concept of career exploration to the faculty. This

was reinforced by a slide-tape, depicting activities engaged in

during the summer workshop. Interest (not generaliteabfe) was

. evident by the questions from the floor. Handouts were disH

tributed which explained'the goals and purposes of the thrust of

career exploratiOn.

The initial team consisted of a Guidance Counselor, Home

Economics teacher and an Industrial Arts teacher. To carry out

their activities they interested `and involved five other teachers

( "Synapse Effect ") quite early in the school year.

Under the guidance of the Industrial. Arts teacher students

elected to form a company Specializing in making products of

the communication industry. The students planned the company,

organized themselves for role playing positions in board of

directors, management, staff production and distribution. (See

figure 1) Stocks were sold to students within the school and the

"flemorandum Pad Company" began to .initiate its production phase.

The print shop in the school became the center for activities,

however by the nature of the activity the English, art,, typing,

home economics, guidance and other teachers and students became

involved. Students interviewed their counterparts in industry,
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reported'hack tc the class and company of their findings. Guest

pea?,:ers and field trips were used to obtain a further understand-

thg of the work activities within a Printing firm. The students

manufactured memo pads using the mass production technique which

they _planned and implemented. The profits of the project from

"sales were distributed to the stockholders and the remains Were

used to purchase a new piece-of equipment for the shop..

Under the guidance of t4, home economics teacher the girls

planned, organized and implemented a boutique company manufactur-

ing neck and waist accessories by mass production methods. They

'played all the roles necessary in management, production and sales.

The production was later diversified when a local manufacturer of

.
childrens''toys requested information about childrens' preferences

in toys. To determine these, preferences the girls of the home

economics class began a product research experiment. Head start

children-Were -used as experimental and control grou s. This led"

,to the study of ano:11?-0 1-1.mension of careers, namely child care.
,

The guidance counselor provided supportive services to the

project. The set,up role i2laying experiences for empaoyee-e.mploy-

er relationships, recorded these and provided analYSis of and

information for,improved behaviors. She initiated and mairrined
_

0

a continuous flow of living witnesscs from the community who

reported and discus..the world of work.

Software \N-..... ,

. .

,

Slides were .made ..of the boys and girls in performance of the
.

Various activities of the Junior High Ccap,on t. Sound tapes were

made which .contain informa iLive material lorOFte playing as a



person seeking employment and an employer. The teacher provided

taped analysis of the words used expressions made and appearances.

Instruction sheets, job sheets, outlines of units of study,

tests deVelopel for internal evaluation/records, printed forms

produced by the students will all expedite the expansion of-

activities and program repliCaiions. No system has been arranged

to reproduce or make these available for dissemination.



to

on ,_-;chbol' n.

A

A4C the 'ier,inning of the schoolyear the evaluator' set out

n a bate line of information relevant to the understand-

ings and atitudos of children at school A. By rather informal

of randomly/selected students in the program data such

lel pw were recorded.

oJestibn:,

. .

T'dQn:t know..

-Why did you take this course in print shop?

':!ould you eventually like.tolwork in the pHnt-
.

i-ng industry?

A: friends told me it is different and pretty

good.

Do you. know how a book is made?

A: Yes - -,No, not how a book is made.

Can you operate or do you know what these machines

do? (Lead cutter a binding Tress)

A:

go they use this kind of equipment i industry?,

A; I don't know but, maybe they do.

Q; Do you know anyone or did .you ever -speak -to some-

one who works in the printing industry?

A: Po.
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The program was monitored at'various intervals. However,

near. the end of the school Year the same" student was asked ques-

tions simila.c'to those at the beginning of the year. The student

said that on, the basis of his experienceS he would not like to do

some of the jobs he experienced and saw performed in the print-

ing plants visited. He said h1s'experiences were very interest-

ing and that he thinks he would like to be a salesman of printed

products. His role in the company '11a,,,w in production and sales

but he felt he would be happier'.with the latter. He displayed

a great knowledge and skill relevant to the machines he was ques-

°tioned about. Other students interviewed r,eacted variously.

Some thought that they would ;o into the printing industry to

earn some money to go to college. A student reported that he

would enter the printing industry if he finds college not to his

°expectations or abilities. Another said'that his ekperience as

The personnel director was to his liking and that he would be,
,

with the proper education, employable by manindustries.

On the basis of such information and observations the

evaluators of the pOject report that the objectives set forth

have been variously attained.

Using non- obstrusive tactics such as inforffial conversations

with teachers befriended and the role of therroject evaluator

concealed it was found that further work must be don'elmith the

faculty at large to promote an understanding of the project.

Some only, heard .of the project at the beginning assembly but never

were involved further or learned about the specifics. This,was

taken to indicate that What this team' did with. involving other

teachers was good but that there remains a lot .of work ahead.
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COMPOSITE EVALUATION FORM
SCHOOL A

'NITTA-I, EVALUPTTON_____,_.
FINAL EVALUATION

Inadequate , Weak Minimal- Average Good Excellent SupriOr
0 1 2 2.5 3 4 -5

Team Interaction
Plarihing Stages

Ability Developing
Program alterna-
tives compatible
with goals

Serendipity, on the
spot innovations

'meeting goals

Oxiibility to adjust
when discrePencies
identified.

h7 Component Teachers
"&ynapse Stfect"
extending out to
clther subject areas
and teachers

Pupil Acceptande

Parent and Community
Involvement

LOCki ALministrative
Support

. 'dequacy of funds and
materials

Products generated_
program software
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Recommendations:

For the purposes of further refinement of the project it is

recommended that:

1. n-xt year's efforts should incorporate students of lower

academic standing, and those with academic difficulties.

2. objectives of a .multidimensional nature such as the

self concept, self perception and other self constructs

should be defined.

3. objectives should be refined, the use of immediate

and intermediate objectives leading to ultimate objectives,

or some other hierarchical sche should be attempted.

4. the team deveaop cognitive, effective and motor tet

items to move evaluation from the fo=ative to the

summative type.

5. administrators within schools revitali:Le their supportive

role and explore the possibilities of obtaining financial

support.

6. An organized effort be made to refine the program

software for the utilization by other teachers and,

schools.
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School B Demography

This junior high school is in a suburban setting where

the working parent(s) are away from home most of the day. The

population was estimated at 5000. It is composed of ninety-eight

percent white, one percent black and one percent other. The

average salary was reported to be 4;20,000 per annum. The occu-

t pations were categorized as 50% government, 25% professional

and 25?; business entrepreneurs.

The estimated number of students, who go through this school

and ultimately enroll into college was 87 percent. The total

curriculum is college prepa=ory. There are no vocational.

offerings. Hom =onothics. and induttrial arts are offsred on a

limd-ed scale.
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School B, Randomly Selected Activities

The-school team consisted of a Guidance Counselor, Home

Economics teacher and an Industrial Arts teacher with the counselor.

serving as coordinator for the team. The team undertook a number

of projects and the team rated (on an evaluation report) teacher

interest in the project varying from nominal to excellent. The

team did' not expand its membership during the first year. Admin-
,

istrative support was rated-very high. by the team, but,they noted:

decreasing enthusiasm about the venture because of some diffi-

-culties related to the local administration-of funds for thz-, pro-

ject.

The Guidance Counselor initiated a careers exploration.'

project seventh graders and eighth graders. Students, sometimes

working in pairs or small groups, selected an occupation to

study. They researched the area in depth using available literary

sources, site visitation to near-by facilities and .an interview

with persons in the field selected for study.

A published occupational study form (bibliographical data

unavailable, but in workshop archives) was used as a guide for

persnal contacts, and students photographed. their interviewee

and aspects of his work and the.job setting. Later the pictures

in the form of slides were arranged in sequence 'and a narrative

script was composed and taped by the students to form a slide-

tape presentati6n. The slide -tape'project was presented to the'.

class by the individuals and groUps responsible for each and a

class interaction between'class members and presenters was led
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by the counselor. The evaluation team witnessed such a presen-

tation and discussion period. They found the class highly motivat-

ed by the experience and noted a high level of involvement

through questions asked and in depth discussions of the presen-

tation..

A number of slide-tape presentations depicting a variety of

career opportunities were developed and the products remain on

file in the school counselor's office for later use by classes

or individuals on request. The counselor's supervision of the

project with assistance from the Home Economics teacher resulted

in a wide represen-ation of career possibilities.

.L,
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Schoc: C Demography A

The enrollment of this junior high school wac 1100s this

included students in grades six through nine. TET__ population of

the community was approximately 4000, where 85 Percent were white

and 15 percent black and other- The enroll= .:/as about

the same.. The geographic settL:.ag enables one tc alassify the com-

munity as being a satellite s=urb of the Natio:rigs Capital.

Fortyrfive percent of the working people are with the gove'rn-

Trient, thirty-five percent are in the. broad categories of industrial-

technical and business.and where twenty percent have professional

occupations. The average sala-7 was X18, 000 per annum.

It was reported that ultimately eighty percent of the stu-

dents enter into college. The programs offered in this school

are college preparatory and general education. There are no

-- courses in vocational-educationj however, there are minimal o .

ferings in industrial arts, buSiness courses and home economics.
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School C Random1 Selected Activities

On their return from the summer workshop team member,intro-

duced the career program to students in a series of clounnT

led meetings with small groups.. The team plan was I with

teachers by grade level team leaders. These.activitiel:

followed by a survey of student' knowledge of their par7,2_

occupations and students 'interests. -Team planning chail___,:rized

the early school session. A variety ,af projects was dJursed

and evaluated at,this time.

This school team generated a variety of projects. in-

volved the. ,use of 8th and 9th graders who served as aa,T:L=t-

tutOrs for students in 'nearby elementary schoolS. The

organized the program with the assistance of community :a

and arranged for bus transportation for the ,tutors from --eir
_

junior.high school to the feeder elementary schools.. T7=e achool
.

librarian and one of the reading teachers acted as consultants

and several persons from community agencies assisted' the student

tutors on ocaasion.J. Regular weekly beetingsofthe tutors were

conducted for planning and evaluative purposes. The proja=t

permitted experence in toabhinrs and social assistance

activities to use as a touchstone for their own expressed inter--

ests. Both boys and girl( were involved as tutors.
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,

This is one of the two junior high sb-hools.included in this

project with a ..rural setting. The populationOfthe community

was 7500 -./hereas
f

the enrollment of the school was .1050.

Forty7six percent of the populatibn is white' and fifty
.

four per,_zent are black, and other: -Ttle average salary of th

. working, grotip.is 650p,.nme earn as low 'as X3,000;- And as

high as ',;;20,000.. Emi5loyment is in boat.building, fishing, fQods,
,

agriculture and labor in small industries.

Twenty percent of the-stud:ants eventually enter.A.ntocOl-
,

The:ourriculum Ok mainly, general eslucation with token,'

Courses in home .economics and. industrial ar4ts. Placement into

vocational techn,ii.cal'ed'ucsation at the ninth grade is attempted.

f
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School D Randomly Selected Activities

This team generated a variety of projects thoughout the
,

school year. Their efforts 'stimulated the enthusiasm, and par-
..

ticipataan'of a large number of teachers irf their activities.

The 'original team consisted of,the Guidance Counselor, Home Econ-

omics teacher and two Industrial_ Arts teachers.

In one project.inwolving 120 eighth graders, boys and girls

organized a fictional company which developed a product utiliZ-

. ing an assembly line approach.- Both boysand girls researched

worker personality characteristics an job hierarchies

'within several job areas, (manufacturing, construction., food services

and textiles), before deciding to study in depth the,m.nufactur-

ing industry. .

After studying the organizational structure of the industry,

they role played on. an alternating baSis the various .positions

from the board of directors talaborers. "They experienced the

actual wo)c processes through-simulation and hands -on experience-..

in the production of a sing1e,prcduct.

The Industrial Arts teachers .guided this project through all
- - , -its stages, utilizing at-hand resources, including filMS,-CUrrent--

pamphletS arid bOOks. Guest speakers from the community, visite'd the

school, and pupils mad' visits to local failities, including the' '
(

'regional Vocational Technical Center.

Another project involved nine teachers from the faculty, a

local 4-H representative and supervisors from the central school
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,office. It-till-zing the Products created in the regular Home
- .

lecinbMics classes, students Organized a fashion display during the

early part of the school, year. .544 school team guided the

prOject through its dtages.of planning, study, organization,

iMplementatiOn and evaluation with the cooperation of the admin.

strallion and many school .departments.: Liany of the boys. and girls

engaged in this project were not initially involved in the item

production. Girls entered the school's industrial arts.facilities

on a ..7oluntary basis,for assistarie and 'instruction in working

with materials and equipment. On a self-evaluating form the

team .rated.'faculty.and parental-responsento the projecta-otiVtlies

. .

...:_evaluation.form.generatCd by, the-evalpators-folloWsi

as:ia,'four:tin..s coninuum,,se-alePrOm one through :five./ A summary--
. .
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School E Demography

In a.rural setting this high school includes junior fligh,an'd

senior high.clases. Th total enrollment, is near 6bo.. The-,

population of. the town is 1800. The
3z.;

5.0 . lel" Y.-ct econo.c,-; Lachc,r:. and t,,, C) 5 .:I:1.-.!str3

.art t7.!=-Lehers. One .course in vocational education is offered.

The major industry is agriculture with some emphasis on

fruits. Three months out of the year there is an influx of migtent.

workers: No industries are in or within the town limits. Serious

limitations for .grounding career explorations in reality are

present.

It was reported that fifty-six of the-graduates ultimately

enroll into college.

.

a.

8
4
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School E, Randomly Selected Activities

The three member-team consisted of the school Guidance

'
Counselor, Home Economics teacher and the IndUstrial Arts teacher.

*

The project conducted was selected and organized by the Home

Economics teacher -ind was a replication of experiences gained
1

at the summer workshop.
,

Students from an eighth grade class formed a baking com-

pAny and produced a

Research was done.by the boys and girls Comprising this Home

Economics class; stud& s role played the upper echelons of the

ery product by line production techniques.

industry, .sold stock in their company to finance the venture,

produced and packaged the product and sold it to students and

teachers. Dividends were issued to stockholders and,the Com-

pany was .dissolved.
,

Students were involved in research, mainly through the use

of reference materials available in the school library and

counselor's office., Some interviews were conducted outside the

school but these were limited by virtue of the small community.

Input from the industrial arts teacher was minimal, there-

by preventing replication of the strategies which were designed.

to implement the objectives. The.recommendationsprovided

should be seriously considered by, the AdYiSofy'Council and

staff to realign this situatf(317
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School P,-Demography

This junior high school is located on the periphery of the

nation's' Capital. It is a satellite suburb where the working

'parent(s) commute to the city. Within the geographic limits

live 15,000 people. :The range of income is 4510,000 to W5,000.

Seventy,percent of the parents are-government or government re-

lated employees. Five percent are in varied commercial offices,

five percent in their own business and twenty percent in varied

industrial roles. Ninety-eight percent of the population is

white, twc:, percent is black. NA,

The curriculum is mainly college preparatory with minimal

offerings in industrial arts, home economics and vocational

education. It was reported that 83% Of the students enter

P?esently the-enrollment is'...,1000 students.
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School F, Randomly Selected Activities

Students in Home Economics classes studied careers irOhe

food services area and selected ways-to develop a project that
14

generate both specialized and wide student appeal. A

chef's club was organized for boys only with the purpose of

interesting boys in the food services industry. The club accepted

members from all grade levels. Related to this project -as,a.

spin-off activity was the construction of a. cookbook. This pro-

ject drew on,meMbers of the Mathematics, English and Science

departments as consultants. Field trips were conducted to hotels,

motels and wholesale and retail outlets for food products...

The integrated approach to a pi.ojeCt including the-combined

team lagged. Long term absences by one of--the team members for

reason of illness prevented progress towards the. realization Of

the goals. The team lacked leadership and the itIsight. for devel-

oping alternative strategies.

The school programs are conducted on a modular schedule

system Team members reported..te the evaluator that this pre-
,

vented joint activities. One team member will not return to

perform professional. duties in 1971.. Special attention and

effort-from the astiStant-project-director is needed to direct

the remaining team members and :training. of anew one.
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Recommendations General

.1. The vast array ofmaterials req d for implementing the

projects require resourcefulness in procurement. Leader-

-.ship was nE,Aed to help identify new resources Cvhen teams

exhausted their budgets.

2. Teams such as ../ and 13,should be considered for t11

of assuming leadership roles in various.echool.

Acting ac:adre for blocks of-time they can become

catalysts to overcome inertia. Infusion of ideas that'

call'for change may be done more effectively by "olatside".

teachers. It is expedted that four team leaders Will not

be With the project.'

3. The possibilities of establishing a "within the state

student exchange program" should be explored. The ged-

graphic location and limited socio-economic nature of some

7school communities proVide little if any possibility for

grounding the career studies in reality,

'4.:Broad base career exploration strategies should be Worked

cut which include the Gluster Concept Approach to studying

'related occupations within a career area. Of special

value would b _the-specific objectives, task analysis and

analysiS of tasks into human requirements.

5. The standards, goals objectives need' to be made more

specific. Stated in behavioral terms these specifics'

can serve as tandards to evaluate the program perfor-

mance more effectively. The program staff needs to re-

view.priorities,for next year with a consideration of
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student needs.. The program teams should provide

evaluation learn with c't=hective test items measuring the

expected ,behaviors,e.g. to forma test Lank with a

rar of ch ±ce :_.ten::. luch work needs to be

donc, on redefining objectives purporting to be concerned

with the self-concept.

6: New strategies (activities) and clearly stated content,

along with those.attempted this year, need be eVolved'for,

improving congruece with'stated objectives. '.The best

innovations should be evolved in a precise language and
Tj

be "packaged" for purposes of being replicated.



Statement

The "Career Exploration). Project activities were deemed in

have the potential of becoming viF-crclIfl cataly3 ts

.

relevancewto ac7.1domi was concluded that 4tJ-1 _rd

party evaluation team observed changes of behavior of the students,

teachers and administrators of the project. Student-chas of

behavior of cognitive abilities, bT.,;'adened int 'ests ver-
4

formance sk3Th QL,Z rued. The.leadership from the state

level provided continuous guidanCe with increasing effectiveness.

The inadequacies and Inability to fully resolve some of the
o.

existing. problems or to fully. achieve all objectives should not

in any "measure be taken as reas.Tns to rem th pr:,.,7ram from a

school but .t.z:.z; which is known to be sound and Effective

should,be, retained and that which was found faulty pr7tide a

further challenge- to the formative process.



Projected Plans

-
Prior to the termination of the spring school termof 1971

t..rifT project director and the specialist in pre-Vocational educa-

tf_ri made plans and proceeded through all appropriate channels

for implementing.a .second workshop experience in .career explor-

ation.

The description of the plans predented below, is extracted

from the bulletin issued over the signature of the State Super-

intendent of.Schools, James Sensenbaugh. The bulletin was Mailed.

to all. superintendents within the state.

"The purpose of the wory.:2hops is to provide a team of five
faculty memberyith the skills, opportunity, and motivation to
(f:velop a career exploration plan for their school. It is hoped.
that these.plans will then be iMplemented, evaluated, and, if
effective, incorporated into your total educational program.
These workshops expand lastsummer's team membership of a coun-
selor, a home economics teacher- and an industrial arts .teacher to
include two new members: .thc mathematics teacher and,a 1'10'01-

elected fifth content area representative:"

"Please have' your supervisors of home economics, industrial
'arts, guidance, mathematics and curriculum and/or instruction
'nominate teams of five from those junior high schools considered
representative of the schools in.your county. Each workshop is
limited to five teams and will be operated on this team basis
.to more effectively relate workshop product'to later assessment.
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CRITERIA FOR SELECTIONS:

1. Participants Must apply as a team of,fivefrom a given
school, counselor, industrial arts teacher,, home.
economics teacher, mathematics. teacher and a school-
elected fifth team member.)

. Participants applying from outside the 50-ffile radius
must do so with the knowledge that they will be assigned.
to a double room on campus.-

3. Participants will be selected to obtain broad geograph-
ical samplkng, socio-economic variations within dis-
tricts, and rural-Urban balance.

COURSE DESCRIPTION:

Weeks One Teams of consultants,will present theoretical
and Two: rationale and operational models appropriate to

the maturational /level of the student population
which will beiterved. Participants.,will move in
an action setting which will involve. them in role-
playing and work- simulation experiences desined-
to incorporate inception,. pracess, decision, and
proCluct. Participants of each discipline will
assume and-research roles and experiences in which
his'colleagues and advisos have provided expertise.
Community and-industrTwill. beengaged and involved
in order to provide a fuller dimensianoofexploration.

Week Three: Participants will create a plan which can be applied
in, their own schooldistricts. This process will be
built, step by step, on the foundations of workshop
experience', subject matter proficiency. of team
members, and the teams' assessment of realistic
goals. The product is .seen as a written plan which
is immediately' operational and provides for on-
going evaluation in the school setting.

After all the candidates were selected, the first three week

session was composed of five teams. The second. session had four

teams. There was no duplication of trainees from any county.

The nine teams all came from nine different counties. Combining

last years teams thirteen different counties and Baltimore tave

been involved. The, diffusion or synapse effect was well planned.

A 1971 Career Exploration Workshop report will be forth-

coming after the completion of the two-three week workshops. It

1



is expected that by contrast there will be strong evidence to

the formative prOcess of the project.

ty
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Elementary Scool Career

Exploration Component'

Overview - A resource person with experience and, training in the

field of elementary school teaching-worked with five elementary

schools in the Baltimore city school system to assist individual

teachers in making school instruction more relevant to, the ex-

ploration of future careers! This resource person was available

on .a full time basie tb act as a consultant to teaories, to survey

the community to develop and catalogue resources available to

them.and "children, to intrqduceteachers to some techniques of

presehting programs, Matei-ials and ideas, and to help evaluate the

organized programS ultimately selected by those teachers for' use

in their 'schools. In a statement of philosophy and purpose,

Mrs. A.,..-the resource person for this project, included the

following statements.

:Philosophy and Goals

"The- purpOse of public education may be .stated broadly
as twofold:, -(1) to assist the individual learner to.
achieve his greatest self- development in'order to
hance his ,.own life; and(2) to further the good society
by promoting the established and tested values of
the tultdre in a framework .which allows for change.

Observing that our society is in,prooess of technolog-
ical and sociological evolution, we must recognize that
we are operating the interface of change. We must,
therefore, providethe best. of our heritage of the
past and anticipate the possible futures that the rising
vector; of change will produce and which our young
people must soon,face."

In order to provide these learnings it was deemed necessary to

provide a program that would reach all children on a continuous

basis, beginning at the earlieSt level (kindergaAen)- and con-

tinuing through their entire school career. Such a'program would
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focus on the different developmental needs of children at the

V-1r.ICI.1 2 school levels and provide learning experiences congru-
/

.L.11 their needs and abilities at each of these.

'h.,: objectives of,t4component were stated as follows:

4,

To develop positive attitudes toward work, specifically,
a. the need ,to world
b., the dignity of all, work

, the need to derive 'a sense of satisfaction from
work/

d. thOnter-relationship of obs and inleerdependence
WwOrkers . .

To;pfrovide students with information about a variety
o% /occupations;
/

. .

3. '/To assist students to bettor understand =themselves;

Te.previde stt:Identswith.4 more-realistic view of the
world of:Jiork.r.

TolassiS students tounderstand=the dedision n ing.
. process -nd 'provide training and experience in decision

making.
.

4ackEround

A cur ,-,or y suilvey'conduct4 by theelementarl resoUT per/

'son of eisting lirletices in 'the elementary schools of this

ra

geo-.

.

gnhic arca revel that career was greatly frag-

montc:!,i throughout the curriculum and most often taught in iso-_

lat1'6n front poteni!ially' reievanginstructional areas. Further,

ten to care development, thLworld of Aork and the real

w:rid relevance o. school subjects was seen 'aS primarily dependent

t;.:1 th._, ehlighte1 lment and motivation of individual teachers.

i

.

1.0.:ir:1(A,.coordinated and articulated 'prograrritiaghout the

;rade:7 was discernable in praCtice. Sources of information and
1

mi,,,,irces, where 'located, were usually scattered and only par-
1

ceessibl
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Compounding this di,fficulty was the average teacher's limited
4

background in the world of work. Prequently teachers, particularly

elementary school teachers who have ovolv,ed through the education-.

al system, have been 'systematically cloistered,wiihin academia

and only peripherally in contact with the outside working world.

Thud, eve!n. incidental 1 rning about the world pf work that 'might

. \

otherwise be -gained by students tends to be inhibited through this
, ?I' .

educational encapblation of the teacher.

There'were 50 elementary school counselors in the 164 ele-

mentary schoiols of the city who were available to work with'
1

elementary school youngsters., These Counselors placed their
.

greatest,programatic interest primarily on the 6th graderspre-

paring for the junior high schools. There, are undoubtedly ex-

ception to Ips observat-ion,and,no systematic evaluation of ele-

mentary

. .N. .

mentary.scleol guidance practices has been attempted 1_13,,conneetkon

withthis component. Some traditional practices bearing on car

eer development may be observed. Field trips ara,a-Lst-andicy pr-dc-

tice contributing-tothe child's first-hand understanding of the

_world. To derive the greatest benefit from such experiences,

however, pre-and post-trip activities are necessary. Observa-
',

tions suggest that these are rarely conducted systematically.

These observations are not to disparage the many caring

teachers who carry on With minimum assistance or direction frri

those areas. But with the bprden of an expanding curriculum,

additional new projects and need to keep. abreast of new

teaching, trends and systems it seems virtually impossible for

':,hem to realize a uniform and systematic set of purposes wit'ho'Ut
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direction 'and assistance. -.This project was envisioned as a.

means to provide and evaluate a structure realizing a career ex-

ploratioprogram at the elementary school level. Furthe \it was

determined that the experimental schools would not have the

services of a counselor.

07'
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Obiectives

The broad objectives of this component were coordinated with

the objectives of the larger.,Career Development Project and are

stated in several sources.

They are:

1 Helping youngsters to learn more about themselves and
to see themselves positively; and

2., Helping youngsters learn about the world of work and
to relate this knowledge to their work in school.

This,. first year was considered exploratory and develop-

mental. A greater knowledge of children, their interests and

capabilities as well as a deeper understanding of teachers'

interests and involvements was being learned. Hopefully, this

will yield feed-back into a reconstruction of program objectives

which will be more comprehensive for the second program ear.

The elementary school consultant derived, the following as

tentative objectives for the first year. They are not speci-

fied by grade but by general level .(primary grades, intermediate

grades), and they are stated in performance terms.
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Primary.Grade Objectives

After one year of exploratory activity, the primary age

student, will be able to:

1. name and describe the work his Mother/father/or
"significant other", does

2. express reasons why he would or would not choose to
perform that work someday

:list 5 indoor occupations, 5 outdoor occupations, and
tell whether these occupations deal with people, ideas
or things

4. know the meaning of job family, be able to construct
:job family

5. be able to identify at least 3 workers by their tools,
clothing and be able to describe his work

Intermediate Grade Objectives

After one year of expldratory activity, the intermediate

age child will be able to:

1. name and describe the work his mother/father/or "other"
does and express reasons why he would or would not
choose that type of work one day

2. list five indoor occupations, five outdoor occupations
and five service occupations

identify an interest, attitude and ability and relate
it to a job family in the future

identify one job that has changed because of technolo-

gY



Planning the 'Program

The eleMentary consultant began her activities in .September,.

1970.' eased in the Baltimore. City Division of Guidance and

Placement she was .given relative freedom to select specific ob-

jectives for, the program, and to plan the actual activities.

Her plans were reviewed by the state specialist in Pre- Vocational

Education, the director of evaluation, and the city's director

-of guidance.

The 5 schools selected as pilots were representative of the

system at large,- yet -none were served by a counselor. All five

administrators agreed to participate in the project. Next fol-

lowed a systematic program to orient the faculties of the var--

ious schools to the program. An identical schedule was followed

at each school, as indicated beloW in sample log entries by the

consultant:

1. het individually,with each Principal to explain the com-

ponent and to obtain support and reactions, and .

2. i.let with 'each faculty as a group and explained,the pro-

posed program and requested teacher volunteers for.

participation, and

3. Tiet with eac.h P. T. 1r, explained purpose of program

and elicited assistance from people of various occu-

pations and professions.

Finally, the consultant met with a number .of key resource

persons within the system to determine what resources were avail-

able and how they might be utilized. A partial list of consult-

ants included the following:
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Coordinator of Economic Education

Area Supt.-for Vocational Education

DirectOr of Curriculum Development

Director of:Proje-ct-KAPS(Keep a Pupil in School)

Specialist in Instructional

Itinerate radio and television instructor

Supervitor of early childhood education

,Specialist in InstructiOnal Haterial Researck

Dltring this planning period, which continued into December,

1970, theconsultant conducted a variety of activities.which

included the following:

1. Served on the "Social, Studies-Took Review Committee"

in order to be in a position to review and recommend

booksand filmstrips which would help promote career

I I

exploration;

2. Visited the instructional materials center, Made an .

inven .ry of films that might be used by teachers in

this area, catalogued them and made them available to

teachers;

3. Surveyed the immediate geographic area to determine

what businesses,were located near the schools and to

assess the possibility of school visits to those busi-
0.

nesseS.,-

4. Contacted a number of Commercial producers for mater-

ials to be used on a preview basis;

5. Contacted various schoOl systems throughout the country

who are operating experimental, programs in this area of '

r
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career explbration. Among those contacted were:

State of New Jersey Department -of Zducation

Schoo1.149,New York City, New York
-T--

Division of Vocational Education, Georgia'State.Depar-
mentof Education ,

. Seattle Schools

Nova Schools, Ft. Lauderdale, Florida

.Division of Vocational Education, North Carolina De-
partment of Public Instruction

bi-a-n---FL.Talagan,, Chief of Occupational Education, oming
State Department - Cheyenne, Wyoming
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Teacher Reactions. After conferences with.local administrators

school faculty meetings were conducted where the consultant ex-

plained and discussed the aims, possible adtivitiesand possible

. outcomes of theprOgram. The response. of teachers volunl qting

to participate in the experimental program ranged from an estim-

ated 50-755 at each school. This was taken as an iridiCation Of.

a satisfactory level of interest. It was evident that teachers,

have not been coerced into participation in the program.

Administrative Procedures. The consultant would be responsible

to both the building principal. and the Director of Guidance for

the school aystem. All activities were-eported to th9 Assis-

Project Director and evaluationtiteam.

Scove--ef_the Programs.- The five schools represented a total stu-

dent population of 4;149-3and a teacher population of 134. A

breakdown of these totals
,as Indicated inthefollowing.chaA.\

Populations of 'Participating Schools

School
.; No. of students No. of teachers No. of.o.ids

t..
, 1 930 28 ..16

2 1019 31 9

3 700 -25 17 .

L. 700 . 21

800 2'3 0

Totals 77.9 134

Note: It was not feasible' to involve entire schools Z this

component at this time. Extent oi,participation appears in the. ,k

next table.
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-Every grade from kindergarten to six including special

classes (I.Q. range between 50-79), was represented in the-pro-

gram in order to allow for experimentation at all grade levels.

The following table indicates, the various levels represented

along with the number of teachers and pupils actually involved

in the project.

Grades. Teachers and Pupils in Experimental Program

Grades No o No. of pupils No. of teachers

. 2 100 '2

1 7 245 .5*

7 245 7

3 2 70 ti 2

4 L. 140 4

5

'

4

10

140

350

4

Special 3
. 6o

Totals 39 1350 34 .

_* One teacher taught 3 of Social Studies.
,

. ------__ -
One teacher taTgAt-4-s_ections of Social Studies

, . . .

luring the planning phase from September to De6ember, 1970,

the consultant met with each reacher selected to participate in

the program an average of two times. The purpose of.thee meet-

ings' was to determine the pupil needs and the needs of each teachL
0 .

o

er, to begin listifhg teaching object-±ë -S-and 't'd plan acti-V-ities.

- , _. .

These meetings provided directions for the ,consuitant's,research.

and for the development of activities, and programs to suggest to

teachers. Teachers were 'to be presented with a variety of
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suggestions, activities, programs and materials from which they

could select. 'or classroom. implementation. They were free to

plan their activities independently as well. The consultant

was to be a- true resource person and not a director or anaster'

teacher. Teacher reaction 'to this approach was found to be

favorable. They tended to prefer help and support rather than

rigid or authoritative'direction.

Implementation

School Visits. The consultant worked with each of the 34 teach-'

ers one each week from January through Hay on the following

schedule:

Hon. Tues. Wed. . Thurs. Fri.

School ,t, 2 -- 1 4 5 3

The average 'visit lasted from 20 to 30 minutes depending

principally on the number 6f teac ers per school (School #2 has

9' teachers and school #5 has only 4 teachers). Some visits were

much. longer.

The major purpose of the visit waF., to plan and evaluate

Possible class activities, suggest media and resourc.es,.discuss

needs and problems, and to follow up activities.

Schobl visits occasioned regular meetings with building

administrators to keep them apprised of the, progress ofthe pro-

graM. Principals' evaluations of consultant effectiveness was

generally favorable and is treated elsewhere in this report.

Other Duties. The consultant spent considerable time working

with community and school resources, researching and making ar-

rangements for many special activities. This kind of support
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permitted a yider range of teacher and classroom activities be-

cause of the consultant's personal presence. Committee work with

the "Social Studies Book Selection Cormattee" and the "Social

Studies Advisory Committee" of the-school-systeM, cloSe working

contact'with the vocational specialists of the 1.1a-zyland Dept.

Of-Education and other administrative duties comprised the balance

of the consultant's time.

Typical Activities. Program Activities varied greatly and ranged

froth classroom activities conducted by teachers or individual

pupils extlusively,. through several group diverSified' activities,

to' extra school individuaf'projects and large group field trips.

Appendix C provides examples of activities deyeloped by the con-

sultant and is representative of the types of activities routine-

ly carried on by individual classes.

'Specific examples taken from both the primary. grades and the

intermediate grades might prove helpful. They are PreSented

below.

Primary. Grade one was treating the family; discussion notions

of the interdependehce offamily:members, responsibilities of

family members and their contributions to the home and community.

Nearly every child agreed to discuss his parents'. job in the

working morld, to make-a study of it, and to make a contribution

to the class about their parents' Contribution to the world of

work. It was decided that a camera Would be rotated to each

:child's parents who would photograph various aspects Of their

job showing their own responsibilities and some of their. co-

worker's duties.,
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Slides were made of the film by the System's.Media 6enter.

and scripts were prepared by parents, child and teacher working

together. Each child participating then made a presentation to

the class. .Many parents'and in.some cases, others (relatives,
, .

co-workers), agreed to visi, the class to discuss their work and

to answer children's questions. One parent, for instance, was a

fireman. Pictures of him in action, taken by co-workers made a

fascinating presentation which was followed by a school visit by

the fireman.

Intermediate. One Social Studies class was studying immigrants'

to this country, inVestigating.ways they learned to cope economi-
,

cally and how many family businesses were formed. Several'childen

had parents who owned their own businesses, including one child

who actually worked in that business. Field trips were made to

community small business., firms slideS were prepared for future

study, and research was conducted by class members.

:--'The child who workedin.a family businesS discussed its

operation, brought forms and accounting procedures to class, and

discussed how it felt to be a worker in a family business.

A local budinessman spoke to the class about his business,

answered children's questions, and probed in depth many economic,

civic, and social implication 'of owning. a business. Children

later discussed why they would'or would not like to own this

type or any type of small business enterpriSe. This presentation

by the local businessman coincided with a monitoring visit by a

member of the third party evaluation team. The businessman was

deeply impressed with the children's, sophistication and depth of
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a

understanding of legal and economic aspects of operating a small

busindss.

Later'these learnings were related to instruction, in mathe-

matics, developing some of the relevancy of thi branch of study.

Materials Produced.

The following materials were developed by the consultant fpr

t.kle: by teachers. Samples of these materials are provided in ap-

,pendices. The complete collection is stored,in the project,

archives and is available from the project assistant director

on request.

The study and activity'forms were developed after contact

with,teaehersand administrators as an attempt to meet expressed

teacher needs.

Study guides. ancFActivitv Plans for Teachers.(Appendix C)

Grade Resource Guide

general Parents' Occupations

Understandings

K,1 Activities

K,1,2, Transportation

K,1,2, (The Mailman

1 -Understandings.

:1 Awareness of occupations and Job families

l Objectives

01,4 The mailman
,

.

2 Awareness of Occupations and Job Families

2 Relationships of School and the World df Work

3 Job Aspirations ti

3 Objectives



,

.t Re curce Guid

,..,diate The Police Dept.

i

iin%rstanding's

Awareness of

"'\1r.cti've-

C,

)ations and Job Families

Leisure Time Activities

Leisure Time

J )O lamilie2,

aovernment Jobs

rotivation

The Wdtld :Jerk

1/4

;:Inds of Jobs

Goals

.

.ti, ,4114c:::es rld ibrmsfor StUden ' use. Appendix D)'

... I

1n44e / Resource
/

I
,

eo,o 1, School (Letter to Patents)

0

4

Questiolnaire

Pre-exposure data on teacher and pupil vies an the.

world.c'4 work

rt ern %, ol'mation

Acriting In,luence

nak.e?4/V01
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Evaluation Although .there was no attempt to survey large groups

of students by objective instruments to determine if the object-

'(ives of the project were being achievl, monitoring of classroom

`self

reports, and the elementary consultant's

self reports provided a number of findings:

. 1. Program activities addressed themselves to.program ob-°
jectives.=

2. idany students were discussing and questioning many 6,s7-

pects of'. jobs and the world of work.

ly
J , ., Teachers were encouraged about. pupil interest in, and .,

their explorations 'of', the world of work.

4. Hany students were learning more about their own -par-
ents jobS.

Growth.in self understanding and improvement'of decision
A

,making processes and skillfi is necessarily difficult to assess.

It.is in these areas that increase development' should.odcur.

Newly genen,ed activities should concentrate in these areas.

In teri,is of pro es the consultant did adjust hera.otivi-

ties to correspond to expressed.needs of teachei-t. Her decision

to spEind.a. considerable amount ,Of time during the early of

the' program in developing resources andesearching and prepar-

ing guides,for teachers was Well justified and reasopably-pro-pro-

ductive. Teachers' report's indicated they develo.ped and in

:creased confidence in their experimental undertaking and at-
-%

tempted a variety of noliel activities related to programfobjec-

tives which thq might otherwise have never attkmptei.

A:synapse effed,t was observed in which a numberiOf other

teachers expressed interest: in ~ixzclusio $4, ;thy program. , Con-



being contemplated which should lead to a larger teacher and

pupil project involvement in succeeding years.

Tht extension of interest to other principals and adminis-

trators has not been assessed at this time. There is some evi-

dence that the existence of the elementary component has not been

widely communicated throughout the city school system.

Local School Evaluation: School administrators were asked to

rate the consultant on a seven item form. Responses were re-

ceived from 4 of the 5 administrators. These responses indicated

the ,consultant Was involving an increasing number of teachers

in the development of their skills in career exploration

activities in three of the four.respOnding schools. One,school

did not respORNtID this item.

Three of the four principalS thought that the consultant

was providing their school ,dth materials time and personal

assistance on an equal'basis with the other schbols.

All four responding principals agreed that the human and

material resources prOvided by the consultant were interesting,

pplicable and flexible.

Two.principals bepeyedlth t their schools were not,utiliz-

ing the services of the consultant to the fullest possible ex-

tent., 'Two schools did not respond to this item.

,Three principal6 felt that the consultant was demonstrating

.pier effectiveness:by "providing new approaches to curriculum for

teachers", and two principals .through "increased numbers of fi d

trips."
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consultant, only one principal felt such changes were occurring,

two disagreed and one did not respond.

Only one principal responded that the consultant was "spend-

ing one full, working day per week", at their'school, while three

claimed she was not. (This item As poSsibly misleading; as it

was earlier noted, varying numbers of teachers participating

in' the project require varying lengths of time to service in a

given school).

Additional comments suggested that the consultant's services

are a "great impetus" to the school program; that "she has intro-

duced new resources to the.schoor,', and that "teachers have taken

many of her suggestions and used her resources ".

ResultS of the survey of,principals' reactions totheservices

the consultants is presented in tabular form elsewhere in\_this

Teach rs' Opinions. A number of teachers rated the consultant's

services highly. Verbal responses abundantly indicated that teach-

ers have learned a great deal about the interests, knowledge and

aspirations of children that c. 3 formerly. unrecognized. A numb-

er have stated that they provided experiences for children that

they would not otherwise have had developed.
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School No.
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1 3 4. 5
Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes

The consultant has spent at least
one full working day per week in
this school, this community, as
with associated adult groups.

The consultant has involved a visi-
bly increasing number of teachers x - X' X

in this school in the development of
their own skills in career explor-
ation activities.

The consultant has made herself
available to members of my staff x

with resource materials, time arid,
personal assistance on at
equal basis with the other 4
schools.

The quality of both human and
material resources which the con=
sultant has providedhas been in-
teresting; applicable and flexible.

X x

Although the cc:Isultant has made
herself available to us, we have .x

not utilized her assistance to the
greatest possible extent.

The ,effectiveness of the consult-
ant's services-have been demonStra-
ted through an increased number of
field trips, visits to school.by
working parents and other business-
men, formation of community groups,
new approaches to curriculum by
teachers.

We have observe,. n increased x

thusiasm and a corm,pondirg
in attitude toWard .;!)1 and work
by those children whose teachers
have worked with the' consultant.

Note: - indicates no response to
item.
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Recommendations. In view of the interest expressed by a number

' of teachers not currently in the project the consultant should

consider increasing her involvement to a greater number of teach- .

ers.next year. This will necessitate a more economical usage of

time and possibly less individual teacher contact. The consult-

ant's.increased work with groups of teachers and production and

dissemination of resource materials both at hand and newly devel-

oped by teachers this past year, should be, begun earlier in.t

second year fog owed by summative type evaluation procedures. The

development of a model of the self concept as it relates to pro-

gram objectives would be helpful both in developing program

activities and in conducting evaluation. Such a model should

include the disc:.'.e dimensions of the positive Fclf concept.

Further, program activities which develop decision making

skills'might be encouraged _if an anatomy of the decision making

process were provided to teachers in the project. Such a model,

again, should include the specific stills involved in and the

dimensions 'of the process.

Dissemination of information about the entire component

should receive greater emphasis within the school system to en-

courage replication of the successful.activitieS.-



Computerized Placement Information System .Compohent

Overview. This component of the project was an attempt to determine

the usefulness cf a com'Duter system in providing information to

senior high school pupils in the areas of; college data, vocational

technical school offerings, scholastic_ and fzinancial aid, general'

and specific occupational data for a limited geographic area.

Information is o,be stored in a central computer information, bank

which is accessible through a tele-processing mode from a remote

terminal installed in a senior high school in a large city school

system. Staff and students are to be trained in the possible uses

of the syst6 and proper operation of the equipment. Experimental,

use of the euipment with selected pupils and staff Occurred in the

Spring of 1971. .Full implementation of the system is currently

planned to begin in the fall of 1971:

Objectives. The purpose of this project component 17as several-

fold: (1) to provii.e.to senior high students a bulk of current

information about a variety of career development -areas (past

high school training, for vocations, college data financial aid

for education, entry level'job data) to aid student career. and

educ"ational lecision making and -(2) to provide yearly current data

about job characteristic's in the greater Baltimore area.

Background. The city of Baltimore was selected as the site of the

model operation because f its long history of vocational guidance

and job placement dating from 1928. The city school system oper-

ates an essentially decentralized placement prrgraM such that
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the 12 comprehensive high schools and two senior vocational-techni-

cal high schools operate Employnent Canters staffed by two cor

ordinators each, The'major thrust of the placement centers has

been toibridge the 'gAp between school and work by locating employ=

ment openings for the youth of the Baltimore City school system.

)3). This program defines 6 aspects of job placement: 1/ permanent

2/ part-time 3/ temporary 4/ summer 5/ NYC 6/-cooperative rain

ing programs.

liaison between the Job Bank of the Maryland State_EmPloyment

In addition, the city haS a-,pointed a as

-Service (USES) and the placemrt service of the city :schools.

(The Job Bank of,MSES maintains daily current data cc.vjob openings

in the Baltimore area, assembles job orders by data processing.

procedures into book form to provide employment interviewers with

information about all job orders on a 'daily basis. The main pur-

pose, Of this order-taking and referral procedure is to control

employer visitations made by various agencies who solicit job

openings and to,control the number of referrals made to employers

daily).

Broader aspects of the Baltimore City vocational guidance

program include school career assemblies, visitations for direct

observations, use of news media, T. instruction, programmed

instructional mL..terials, and input from the Advisory Council of

butiness and education leaders.

Planning. Interactiv6tearning Sys ms, Inc., (ILS, Inc.) entered

into a contractual agreement with the Baltimore City Schools to

provide supportive vocational guidance services to students in one
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. remote teletypewriting terminal with input to s e.ntral data bank.

The possibilitids of input from the MSES Job Bank would be explored

for possible inclusion in the service at a later date.

One of the earliest priorities established by ILS,'Ina.,was

the need to establish clearly the kinds of information students

want and need in order to distinguish among prospective employers.

In March of 1971, representatives of ILS, Inc. visited with

1-.-
various Baltimore agencies for planning purposes. These agencies

included the Baltimore Metropolitan Area Career Conference, the

Baltimoi-eAdvisory Council on Vocational Education, Baltimore_

Chamber of Commerce, the Baltimore Placement staff of the City

school system, the participating high school, Department of Employ-

ment Secity-and the University of.Maryland Industrial EduCation

Department.

In keepl,ng with the established (planning)--Iniiorities ILS,
--

Inc. developed a working form for the compiling of comprehensive

data on elployer r'aracterisitcs for use within the system. With
,

this model form it was next decided to identify an appropriate

source of employer data to be used for demonstration-Turposes.

Several sources were already available and these were considered

for aPprupriateness of input. The sources were the Baltimore

Placement Service with inforlation about 22,000 metropolitan employ-

ers; the Department of Employment Secl)_.ity with Mformation about

every employer in i.:aryland with over 25 cmploy the rarylan,

Department of Econo:lic 2.evelopmen.t- with inforn:It3o on

approximately 3;5 1 1;aryla0 manufacturen3.

ILS, Inc., decided to survey the'community and ishntify 100
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characterisitc list" Pooendix E). in order to assemble a job popu-

lation for demonstration purposes. The Baltimore Placement Service

agreed,to.conduct this survey and provide the'ne7ossary data for

development f a data prototype system by late Junf:, 1971.

Mean _ a terminal was installed in the aforementioned

senior high school and training of staff and students in the use of

the equipment commenced in April, 1971, using information of nest- ion-.

al significarice, as the demonstration data population.

Installation art Operation. A teletypewriter remote terminal was

installed in the cited senior high school in Baltimore on April 8,

. 1971, An overview. of the machine and its uses and minimal operatL

ing instructions were provided by a- representative of ILS. Train -

ing. and/or instruction wasjorovided'for the entire school's coun-

seling. staff, the job coordinators, the principal and F retired

151acement counselor who may be emploYdd-l-ter as a para-profession-.

al-in,this component.

The school was closed the week after the demonstration for the

--Spring vacation. period. the following week one of the counselors

began to arrangefor use of the machin, by a sample of.the student

pOpulatiOn for orientation andexperimentation with operating pro-

cedures. The counsolerreported that the lAp7:1-s-se.(2ijled to gr. sp

the c(-1cept of the
..,

readily. They requested ini'.3maTao

stored in the dat: with

`r

" Sr J

Ilculty. I:uch ' the

,-') IS, 4'k, 4,

Y's*).0r

t rl
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modification. The committee evaluated the form and 'returned.it to

ILS, Inc., with their suggested modifications. The experimental

forms were then reproduced in a small-booklet form(kppendix E)

and returned to the committee who had agreed to complete the forms

,

for 100 firms in the,Baltimore area. June 18 was set as the dead-

:Line for submission of the completed formsto ILS. Approximately

75 forms were completed as of that date.

Products. The employer ch racteristic form (experimental form)

is .being used to compile data on,100 entry level jobs in the Balti-

more area.that recenthigh school graduates have entered at the

present time. This fo'r, lists jobs coded and grouped by D.O.T.

number. It further 'rides a careful geographic subdivision of

jobs in the Baltimore area into eight regions.

This geographic subdivision was deemed useful because the ex-

perience of the placement service hays shown that pupils are likely

to choose a work setting not only on the basis of occupational

inter-st but also on the natur- of the employer's services or pro-

ducts. For example, a pupil_might decide he wants to work at. Johns

Hopkins fiedical Center and look for an opening there, rather than

first deciding, he wants to be a hospit41 orderly and then lookinc

for employes wh, .re ordri.;es.

The fonl detj.tgnea

potc.,n1, otn

-rut

be usedto collect d:,tta about evQry

14 tvne

"17

or,IPni,nrs



information is available on a day -by --day basis from the Job Bank),

characteristics can be cross - referenced to produce job profiles that

yield highly personalized pupil interests. For example, a pupil

could identify all employers in (1) Northwest Baltimor,p, (2) that

provide a four-day work week, (3) in a non-union setting, (4) that

provide on-the-job. trainingi (5) for laboratory technicians (6)

where the average age of employees is below 25, (7) where car pools

are organized within the company and (8) have employee. athletic

facilities available.

If data collection in this exploratory phase proves successful,

efforts will. be made to prepare the data for perManent entry into

the-computer data ..bank. ILS, Inc., estimates that the next six

months will probably be devoted almost entirely to taxonomic im-

provement and the development of adequate. data colleotion-proced-

Ires..

Evaluation. Planning for this prect proceeded logically. A

thorough farm for analyzing job characteristics that would relate

to students needs and interests ms developed and employed on a,

reasonable trial term basis. The decision to experiment with a

limited data populatien selected stud,2nts ardor tc !tcmino

the re2 vancy of cla,,2,.a:A facility of are stud e ; ..tr,Y' ;,

riove nut.

, c,
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howevery:toopfrequent malfunction of the system will likely engend-

er unfavorable reaction from student users.

There are school systems in the area already employing com-

puterized techniques in dispensing vocational and career explora-

tory information. However, no evidence exists that indicates that

the planners. of this component coordinated with these other agen-

.cies in the development of their program.

Program development was sufficiently flexible to allow for' the

expansion of objectives. The opportunity to receive' data input on

Currently available jobs' through the USES job bank will be evalu-

ated for inclusion in the program. This would result in a widen-
,

ing of program objectives.
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Work-Oriented (CociDerative) Component

OveiAriew. A program for junior high aged youth which obmbines a

half day of' school with a half day of work under close school and

work supervision ilschool-neighborhood'small businesses (under

10 employees), was initiated in the Spring. of 1971, Twenty-one

high risk youngsters from the 7th grade, -between the. ages of 14,7and,

16, from a Baltimore-C,ity junior high school were selected to

participate. 'The program is continuing in a modified form t rbugh-

out the summer.,

This program constitutes a major modificatiOn of the corPonent

originally envisioned by the ii.acyland State Department of Education.

(jand mentioned in their proposal as the "Skill Training a'nd P ace-.

mentCcmponent', In April,.I9Z.0,.E. Niel Carey, Director of

aryland Career Development Project, requested and received pr-

mission from USCE to alter the po'gram. Accordin'zIy, the pi ',Tam

in it preen form was iitiated during the last quarer pf the

1970-71.dhool year.

the

m . fully 133 tills onentL. ,,,o0
.

sr-ix ev:Idece wa;;:; .ftom m-

,.., r --,

'v.-

.cvq101.1

..
4
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Department of Education entitled "work-Oriented (cooperative) cur-

riculum Component" (The I.iaryland Career Development Project).

The objectives may be stated as follows:

1. To acquaint pupils with employment opportunities at a job entry,

level within their local environment (often overlooked by

pupils) .

2. To utilize the small businessman as an advocate for the stu-

dent-worker - to teach that student employability skills and

attitudes bearing on that relationship.

3. To utilize the small businessman as a resource to the school -

to assist the school staff to understand employer's needs so

that instruction might become more relevant.

4. To help students to relate school experiences to productive

work.

5. To provide a means of retaining these highly drop-out .nrone

students within the formal educational establishment.

The Program. In April, 1971, a group of students were identified as

potential drop-outs from the school program. These pupils were

7th graders rangir- in age from 14 to 16 years. Their school

achievement was low and school attendance concurrently poor. The

school attendance of this group varied from abnut 50% to 30% at-

tendance for the present school year. The traditional school pro-

gram had failed to challenge then and in all likelihood most of

them would soon be dropouts because of this institutional failure.

By April 19, a group of 21 were selected for voluntary parti-

cipation in the program. Letters of approval were received from

their parents or guardians and they began their orientation to the
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program under the guidance of a project-appointed coordinator

whose unique qualifications are described under "Instructor".

Meanwhile, a list of about 25 local businessmen had been con-

tacted by 2 of the city school system's work-study coordinators and

had agreed to accept one or more of these students into their

business as part time employees (working 3 hours per day).

The students were then assigned as a group to a special in-

structional track of their own under the supervision of Mr. J. B.

who was to serve both as their instructor in the mornings and as

their work coordinator and advocate in the afternoons. Their pro-

gram called.for academic and job related classroom instruction

from 8:30-12 noon, and work experience from !:15 or 12:30 to 3:15

or 3:30.

Er. B. first arranged for each student to acquire a :racial

security card and a work permit from the State of Maryland. This

procedure was pe:'sonally executed by each student, both to save

time and to begin their exposur- to real wprld working con-

ditions of job placement.

The Classroom. Mr. B. was permitted great flexibility within his

classroom by the school administrator in order to meet the unusual

needs of these students. Instead, Mr. B. chose to combine field

trips to local work sites and in-school visits by local resource

people with a great deal of class discussion and emphasis on the

work application of academic subject areas. The subject areas of

greatest concentration were reading and mathematics. Reading con-

sisted of a great deal of phonics and an individualized inspiration-

al reading program emphasizing success stories in literature.
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Class discussions varied a great deal and were often directed by

students' perceived needs. Much of the dialogue was concerned with

job related activities and concerns. Safety, punctuality, polite-

ness, neatness, perserverance, and a variety of basic but important

personal characteristics were treated. On one occasion, the vice

president of a local bank spoke to the class on the value of saving

a portion of each paycheck. A lively discussion followed this

presentation, apparently revealing the novelty of this notion to

many of the students.

Home Visits. In an attempt to become better acquainted with each

child, Mr. D. has visited the homes of nearly all his pupils and

met with their families. This has given him and the school deep-

er insights into the influences in the home life of each child and

how they affect his career identifications and aspirations. Dur-

ing those visits the program was explained to each family as well

as the ti7,77::: -hey co to col-trILTit, to the .11t7s .E,uccess

_Lla school :=;c7aeti:nes emergerr_les an such

family cont: ts helped in:,:ure the retent'en of these children in

the program. During the summer months, Mr. B. will visit with

each family at home to continue discussions and plans for these

young people.

The Instructor. From observations it was evident to the evalu-

ator that Mr. D. was qualified for his position by temperament,

training and experience. His experiences include 31 years as an

employee with Bethlehem Steel Corp. during which time (1951) he

received a B.S. in engineering, and progressed from an apprentice

level job as a machinist through a variety of foremanships in

different aspects of the business. He is now retired from
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Bethlehem and is working at night on a master's degree in the field

of Education.

Lir. B. is a high energy individual who does everything with

great enthusiasm, becoming absorbed in whatever enterprise he

finds himself. His genuine affection and concern for his stu-

dents is evidenced by his imaginative and energetic conception

of his job. He accompanied this writer on a visit to a number of

the small bu*sinesses in which his students are placed where he

had immediate access to all of the owners, whom he knew on a first

name basis. They easily exchanged ideas about, and comments on,

the students and the jobs they were doing.

Job Placement. There were a total of 21 students enrolled in the

program and placed in small businesses as of June 1971. Between

April and June there has been a turnover of 9 students for the

following reasons:

3 involuntarily dropped :from the prograrn (2 refuf-,--: to report
for work; one was unsatisfactcL7y)

3 moved from the area
3 voluntarily dropped from the program (they became dis-

interested in the program)
9 total

All of the students were placed in jobs that were a few

minutes walking distance from the school. iost of these were lo-

cated in an urban area congested with small businesses. Students

held entry level positions which they could learn with a minimum

of employer training. Certain of the students were tried in

several jobs before they felt suited to the employment. For

instance, one boy became bored with his job in a shoe store be-

cause there was not enough work to keep busy. Subsequently, he

adapted very well to a supermarket where he was almost constantly
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in motion.

A sample of the types of businesses which the students are

located includes:
Wholesale distributor
Furniture department store
Shoe repair. and sales store
Dry goods store
Beauty parlor
Food harket
Florist
Small department store

Job Visits. The writer randomly selected and monitored 3 employ-

ment situations and interviewed students and business owners. Such

questions were asked of students as, "Do you like this kind of

work?" "Is this a. good job?" "Why?" "What _-.an you learn wurk-

ing here?" "What ha-7 yc.0 learned her: ?" "What do you think

about school?" Under such interview conditions it is unwise to

expect original and forthright responses. Students generall:: pro-

vided the anticipated positive answer -they no doubt thought were

expected of them. To the observer, their behavior indicated that

they were performing tasks related to the objectives of this com-

ponent.

A majority of the employers responded to this interviewer in

a positive manner and communicated enthusiasm about and commit-

ment to the program. Three employers volunteered that they.thought

they helped the students by keeping them "off the streets", which

two said was a real problem environment for youngsters in the city.

They felt that the students were developing proper attitudes to-

ward productive work and that this enhanced the development of good

citizenship.

To the question "Would you hire this boy after the program ? ",

two replied "Yes ", they would. One employer, the owner of a
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furniture store, felt that the several bnys he employed did not

make an adequate contribution to the firm, tut he felt a responsi-

bility to do something to help them. To the question, "Are the

students punctual?" responses were favorable. Mr. B. reported

that several students frequently arrived at work early "to get

off to a good start that day."

11,-/ALUAIION. By being actually employed and on the job daily, each

student involved in this project gains wor' experience while he is

able to internalize these, thos of other pupils, during the

daily school class periods. -:Thce a diverslty of jobs are repre-

sentefl, the raw material for -elatively broad ranging experienc-

sharinF is apparent. Class dtacussifin enhances the probability

that E7t-,:c ents will learn to -,.7.1-creciat:c the job opportunities of

the immliate environment, 71,E, first sta-T.H-- j.-,--ctive of this

cpmponent h7:7;.been readily achieved through initial implementation.

Through monitoring class instruction and field visits which

included interviews with both employers and students we can see

that students do acquire some employability skills. Probably the

greatest gain is being made in terms of attitude modification.

From attitude surveys conducted prior to program implementation,

we judge from conversation with principal and instructors as well

as school records, that characteristics of this group included

poor attitudes toward punctuality, attentiveness, cooperation, low

motivation to assigned tasks, regular attendance and other traits

necessary for success either at school or work. A complete survey

of pupils will be required to make judgments about the attainment

of employable work skills.
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The school has not yet utilized the participating small busi-

nessmen in any way sufficient to realize objective three. This

process should begin as soon as feasible during the second year of

operation. Possibly the late start of the project made such activi-

ties impracticable at this time.

A closer inspection and analysis of classroom activities is

suggested in -,rder to determine the most a7Dropriate and efficient

use of this dimension. The e.-perimental nature of the program and

lack of schcoJ teacher e=e-rienrthe in=tructor dictated that

this would be a period cf tentativeness. After the instructor has

:otten his sea legs and ?s7ablisha.:. rap7Drt c a

c7ucial first phase -be Jevoted to the aca-

demic structure of the classroom.

Student attendance both at school and on the job is encourag-

ing. Except for the 6 pupils of the original 21, students have

been more punctual and more regular in attendance than previously.

RECOMMENDATIONS. A careful study and analysis of students' cumula-

tive records to determine individual pupil achievement profiles

should yield clues to possible individualized compensatory educa-

tional programs. The design of additional subject matter input

could enhance achievement gains. Greater program flexibility for

pupils could result in a wider range of educational choices.

cal consultants and central office personnel should be available

for such services.

This type of program (the work advocate program) is easily mis-

understood. Attention should be given to proper dissemination of

program activities and goals, particularly to faculty and parents.
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Such information might yield more input from the school's total

faculty.

RECORDS A great deal of informal observation is a necs:;ary and

useful part of student evaluation in this type of program. These

observations will yield useful data about students if they are

recorded 'and systematised. Anecdotal records, inventories or sur-

veys o± self concepts, interests, aspirations and other objective

data collected early and continuously throughout the program,(and

readily accessible to the instructor), will aid evluv efforts

and prc-vide _ progra. dEvelopment. A file compiled by the

instructor, kept separate from and later assumed into the cumu-

lative record, would enhance study and observation of individual

pupils.
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Instructional Television Series

Overview: A series of television programs were planned to blanket

the state of Maryland for viewing by adults and a school population

of grades 4 through 8. The programs will provide informatfcn about

the range of opportunities available in nine career areas each of

which subsume a variety of jobs and careers defined by the Diction-

ary of Occupational Titles and considered appropriate as they have

significance for this geographic region (the state of Maryland).

Fifteen programs of 20 minute duration each will be filmed for

showing beginning in January, 1972. Software will be developed and

distributed to teachers in the viewing area and will provide pre and

post program planning ideas, discussions and activity suggestions

which teachers may incorporate into learning units or into a var-

iety of curricular areas.

The Division of Instructional Television of the Maryland State

Department of Education will film and produce the programs based on

content verification and development of the professional and lay

members of a project appointed committee. Many of the facilities

and resources of the Maryland Commission of Public Broadcasting are

available to the program producers.

Objectives: 'Emphasis will be given to the fact that one's career

will increasingly consist of a lifelong process of education, train-

ing and work experience which, along with one's leisure time, will

provide for human needs in a changing society (proposal for Exemplary

Project in Vocational Education).

The specific target audience is primarily 6th graders but pro-

grams are expected to show peripheral value to the range earlier

cited.
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Each T.V. episode written with specific objectives, including

terminal behavioral outcomes for given specific programs.

Superceding information about job opportunities and the range

of opportunities in nine career areas the program will be primarily

concerned with the development of positive and specified attitudes

towards work and leisure and the promotion of decision making skills.

The planning committee, after extensive discussion. and study,

writing and revision, derived the following goals for the television

series:

Through the medium of television it is hoped that children

1. recognize that all legitimate occupations are necessary
and worthwhile by observing the interdependence of
people and tasks upon one another.

2. be able to identify the sequential steps in deciSion
making: motivation, exploration of tentative and
alternate choices, decision upon a course of action,
acceptance of responsibility for consequence, and
evaluation of choice..by seeing examples of this pro-
cess linked to activities they know.

3. learn that work habits develcped now are likely to
carry over into job performance.

4. witness the importance of cooperative group effort in
achieving common goals.

5. observe ways in which extracurricular and recreational
activities may be connected to future occupational
choice.

6. recognize the correlation between school subjects and
various occupations.

7. understand that one's first career choice need not be
one to which he is restricted for the rest of his
life.

8. understand that work provides satisfaction in its own
right by observing the pride and pleasure which are
visible components of job performance.

9. observe various work settings and the people in them
in terms of likes, dislikes, and beliefs.
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10. develop an appreciation for and understanding of all-
fields of work and the contribution that each makes
to society.

11. become more cognizant of the career possibilities
and influences with their immediate communities.

12. recognize the differing patterns of men's and women's
vocational participation and the determinants of
these patterns.

13 witness how the uniqueness of each person can con-
tribute to others, as well as to his own fulfillment,
through creativity within a task.

14. learn about several broad career areas and the many
opportunities contained within these areas.

The development of this project arose, in part, from infor-

mation gathered from a long term I.T.V. project undertaXen by Wash-

ington County, Maryland, schools. This project was originated by a

Ford foundation grant 14 years ago which continued for several years

under financeship by Ford and which was assumed by the county. A

great deal of information was available prior to the beginning of

the I.iaryland Career Development project series.

Planning Committees: A planning committee was appointed in the fall

of 1970. The following persons constituted that committee:

Mr. Harts Brown Staff Specialist
3701 Bowers Avenue
Baltimore, Maryland 21207
Phone: 448-1429

fir. Niel Carey
Specialist in Vocational Guidance
Division of Instruction
600 Wyndhurst Avenue
Baltimore, I.iaryland 21210
Phone: 383-3371

Mrs. Anne C. DeAmicis
Specialist in Health Occupations
Division of Vocational Education
Maryland State Dept. of Ed.
600 Wyndhurst Avenue
Baltimore, Maryland 21210
Phone: 383-3439

Mr. Otho E. Jones
Specialist, Career Development
Md. State Dept. of Ed.
600 Wyndhurst Avenue
Baltimore, Maryland 21210
Phone: 383-3554

F.r. John C. Maitland, Jr.
Division of Instructional Tele-
vision

Md. State Dept. of Ed.
Maryland Center for Public Broad-

casting
Bonita Avenue
Owings Mills, Maryland 21117
Phone: 356-5600



Mr. J. Allen Martin
TV Teacher - Washington County
Box 730
Hagerstown, Maryland 21740
Phone: 731-2700 X 278

1.1r. Donald E. McBrien
Supervisor of Guidance
Board of Education - Balto. Co.
Greenwood - 6901 N. Charles St.
Baltimore, iaryland 21204
Phane: 494-4194

Mrs. Nancy Pinson
Specialist in Pre-Vocational Ed.
Division of Vocational Ed.
Md. State Dept. of Ed.
boo Wyndhurst Avenue
Baltimore, Maryland 21210
Phone: 383-3554

Mr. Joseph J. Ramach, Chairman
Specialist in Data Processing
Division of Vticational Ed.
Md. State Dept. of Ed.
boo Wyndhurst Avenue
Baltimore, 1.aryland 21210
Phone: 383-3299
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117.. James Ross
Manager of Special Services Office
i:laryland State Employment Service
1100 north Eutaw Street
Baltimore, Maryland 21201
Phone: 383-5204

Dr. Carl N. Schroeder
Director of Field Services
Bureau of Educational Programs
Md. State D2Pt. of Ed.
boo yncliaurst Avenue
Baltimore, Maryland 21210
Phone: 333-3444

iir. Gerald Burlage
Director, Specialist in Prout,_ bon
Division of Instructional Tele-
vision

State Dept. of Ed.
Bonita Avenue, Owi,igs Mills, Md.

21117
Phone: 356-1288

This planning committee was responsible primarily for setting the

objectives for the program, establishment of timetables and the

appointment of subcommittees which would be given specific tasks

in the project. The third party evaluation team members served as

ex officio members of this committee and attended most of the com-

mittee meetings. The committee met on a bi-monthly basis. From

time to time expert consultants met with the committee for planning

and evaluation input.

Th3TING One subcommittee conducted extensive testing of adults

and of a large available sample of students from 4th to 8th grade

(Appendix H) to determine their attitudes and cognitive knowledge

of the world of work. After analysis and study of these test re-

sults, the planning committee refined its program objectives,
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narrowed its field of concentration to a 6th grade target audience,

developed a program sc- , and assigned specific program

development packages :.:embers.

IIIPLEFIENTATION Di-monthly meetings of the planning committee

will continue and special sub-committee meetings will continue.

Individual members will research and develop script ideas for their

designated programs and develop program ideas for the production

team (Appendix I) fiembers of the planning committee did not write

the television program scripts. It was their assignment to develop

Program ideas and specify objectives for given programs. A script

development sub-committee was formed and its' membership was con-

stituted of the following persons:

Career Development Project Assistant Director, the Television

Program Producer, the Script Writer, the Planning Committee

member assigned the specific program, member of the third

party evaluation team and sometimes additional members.

The function of this committee was to discuss program content

and various methods of presenting the program to sixth graders. Fol-

lowing this meeting the television producer and script writer held a

series of meetings in order to develop the program format and the

television script itself. Concurrent with and subsequent to the

development of the television script a professional writer hired for

the purpose developed software to accompany the program. This soft-

ware would take the form of pre and post program suggestions for

teachers which would be contained in a guide to be distributed to

teachers prior to program showing. A subcommittee of the program

planning committee would evaluate the work of the software author.
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STudent Actors A sample of studentS were identified as potential

actors for the television series. The students were auditioned with

a drama workshop teacher in the hol-e of selecting a smaller number

of students whn would work as actors in the television program. The

students were asked to respond spontaneously to problems of space,

imagination, future identity and hopes through a no costume, no

Props, role playing scheme. A special sub-committee evaluated stu-

dent responses and selected students as actors for future program

filming. The planning committee reviewed video-tapes of student

performances and approved selection of student actors. A shooting

script of one ___evision block was presented and approved by Liarch

10th. Corrections and refinements were made in the original script.

By the end of I.:arch a short (22 to 3 minute) segment of the first

television program was recorded on video tape and served as a pilot

for the project. Two versions of the pilot were made from separate

scripts. Each of the pilots was shown to a sample of teachers and

pupils for reactions. Films were taken of the students viewing

each pilot and post tests were administered to the pupils to test

their cognitive learning. The films of the students viewing the

pilots were studied and together with the test results, used as a

guide for the selection of one of the pilots as a working unit of

the first program. Results of this filming was shown to the plann-

ing committee and to a number of sixth grade teachers in order to

obtain their reactions. Several of these sixth grade teachers were

then recruited. to serve as advisors to the planning committee for

future television programs. Their function would be to view com-

pleted programs and provide evaluative input from a practitioner's

point of view. By mid-summer one episode - a program concerned with
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the communications industry - was filmed in its entirety. This

program was auditioned by several.committees and found to have

a number of serious shortcomings. The script was subsequentially

rewritten and ' program refilmed. This program was acceptable

and the ons .Arned from the previous experience proved to be

a valuable experience for the entire project. Meanwhile several

consultants met with the planning committee and provided valuable

input to the planning. These consultants included Dr. Don Perrin,

an experienced television producer and Dr. Thelma Baldwin, a re-

searcher and evaluation specialist.

Production of this series is continuing with the production of

scripts (Appendix K) keeping slightly ahead of the filming of pro-

grams. Several programs are scheduled to be filmed by the end of

the summer and several additional scripts will be completed by that

time. The manual is still in the process of being written and is

keeping pace with the production of television programs.

Evaluation The planning committee was observed to function in a

careful, orderly and purposeful fashion by the evaluation team

through attendance at both planning committee meetings and special

sub-committee meetings. The committee developed their goals and

objectives for the series and then revised them several times to

adjust to new ideas and survey findings. Their approach was prag-

matic and practical. When faced with questions about what children

knew, they surveyed teachers and children themselves. When forced

to reduce thousands of job categories to a manageable number for

program showing they divided the world of work into 9 categories

and proceeded to develop programs about this structure.
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A number of meetings were held to evaluate a short pilot seg-

ment, to discuss script dialogue, setting and comprehensiveness

of content. Two versions of the pilot segment were made and audi-

tioned by a sample of students to obtain their reactions. Addition-

al meetinr,- conducted before the first film was produced.

The pro, -3n LLatA accepted a substantial body of criticism about-'s

the film and elected to remake (rewrite and refilm) nearly the

entire first program. When a panel of teachers advising the plann-

ing committee made additional criticism for omissions in the pro-

gram, the committee decided again to revise the program. The com

mittee and production team revealed themselves as capable of self

criticism and of receiving outside evaluation, adjusting their ef-

forts to pragmatic findings.

Consultants of high professional standing were invited to

several meetings. Their criticisms and suggestions were often in-

corporated in committee planning.

The Assistant Director of the Career Development Project kept

all committee members and others informed of committee meeting re-

sults through a timely preparation of meeting minutes, which served'

as policy statements for the work of the committee.

Guides were developed to assist committee members in their

work of program construction. Committee members were assigned the

task of preparing program material sheets from which the producer

and script writer would develop scripts. (Appendix K)

Work schedules were adjusted several times in order to conduct

comprehensive studies or select talent for episodes and for other

reasons. The project remains on schedule, and continues to adjust

goals and activities as feedback indicates the necessity of such

change.
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Career Development Notebook

Overvie A five section notebook is to be developed and distrib-

uted to Maryland elementary, secondary, higher education, and con-

tinuing education personnel to introduce current ideas of the import-

ance of the concep+ ,A2 career development in the lives of people and

to suggest methods of developing and implementing educational pro-

grams in this-area. The project was begun in the fall of 1970 and

was developed by a number of professional personnel, committees, and

agencies.

A first draft is planned for distribution on a limited basis

in the fall of 1971. Evaluation of this resource will be conducted

by reader surveys and the third party evaluation. A first revision

will then be prepared for distribution on a broader scale to public

educators at all levels throughout the state of Maryland.

Objectives - The objectives as stated in a mimeo report of the note-

book writing committee are:

1. To provide educators with a meaningful concept of career

development as envisioned by the Maryland State Department

of Education and to suggest some implications for the

development of educational programs.

2. To provide operational models, planning models, resources

and information to educators and others interested in

planning career development programs and activities.

Planning and Development - The writing committee of the Maryland

State Department of Education began in September, 1970, to review

the work of various other agencies throughout Maryland that had done

pioneer work in the area of career development. A few counties had
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drveloped conceptual models and had begun to implement programs of

their own in this area. 'Members of the committee visited existing

programs throughout iaryland and interviewed many of those who had

developed models and programs. Committee members also monitored

some of the working programs.

Baltimore County contributed a well developed career develop-

ment model which served as one impetus for the Notebook's formation.

In addition, two members of the Interdivisional Task Force on Career

Development, produced a theoretical model of career development

from early childhood through adulthood. (Appendix F)

Baltimore County's model encompassed the grades from Kinder-

garten through 12. A committee from Maryland State community col-

leges developed the post-secondary plan and the Adult Education

Section of the Maryland State Department of Education developed the

adult model.

Products: In addition to the models of career development cited

above which are both theoretical and practical models, four action

models were developed and are included in the notebook. (See Ap-

pendix F for sample)

The four action models are from four counties 03altimore,

Garret, Anne Arundel, Worcester) which have operational plans at

school levels. Their plans give concrete suggestions and examples

for implementation of programs at the county level. (Appendix G)

The Maryland State Department of Education Model included an

illustrated chart of the dimensions of human growth and develop-

ment correlated with theoretical career development concepts.

The Baltimore County plan consists of a practical guide to

implementation of career development concepts, containing principles,
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.objectives, suggested procedures, and suggested evaluations for all

grades, Kindergarten through 12.

Several committees are currently at work developing various

phases of the notebook. Changes or modifications are likely to

develop while. the work is in progress, though tl-'

below serves as a guide to planning and development.

Suggested Outline - Maryland Career Development Notebook

- Introduction

vided

A. The Concept of Career Development
B. The Interdivisional Task Force on Career Development

and the Maryland Career Development Project

II - Planning and Program Development Strategies - Some Action
Models

A. Baltimore County
B. Garrett County
C. Anne Arundel County
D. Worcester County

(Brief descriptions of the strategies that several
different counties have used in planning and imple-
menting Career Development programs.)

III - A Career Development (Kindergarten-Adult) model - Goals,
Objectives and Activities (Basically, this section would
consist of the specific model developed in Baltimore County)

-.implementing the Career Development Concept - Current
Operational Programs (This section would include brief
descriptions of programs or activities designed to facili-
tate career development at various levels. Such programs
could include Project GO (Baltimore City), the Career
Exploration Workshop held at the University of Maryland
last summer, a description of Baltimore City's system of
placement work study coordinators or Harford Junior Col-
lege's Comprehensive system of student personnel services.)

V - Resources
(This section would include a compilation of available
resources - consultants, printed materials, audio-visual
materials, and community resources,)

These could be organized in several ways. This is one
suggestion;

A. General or overall
B. Elementary level
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C. Junior high or middle school
D. Senior high school
E. Post- secondary
F. Adult

The notebook is as yet '-2or' _,?veral sections are

still under development.

Evaluation. Though the notebook is somewhat behind schedule in

development, it l'as " -en improved and enlarged from its original

conception. Du- to input from evaluators, when complete it will

be more comprehensive than originally planned.

Committee work is necessarily limiting in some aspects but the

committees assigned to the various sections were observed to be

operating smoothly and efficiently. The evaluation team visited

with one of the writing committees during the final phase of its

editing work and noted that project work had been completed on

s,:hedule. Planning activities adjusted to, time schedules were

realistically established and adhered to.

The later inclusion of several (community college and adult)

committees seem appropriate and within the bounds established in

the original proposal. Current plans would indicate that a loose

leaf draft for limited distribution for the purpose of field evalu-

ation is realistically Jcheduled.

Specimens of Notebook products are included in Appendix G.
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Dissemination Practices

The Assistant Project Director was responsible for a working

system for disseminating information to all participants and staff.

iinutes of meetings and decisions made were adequately disseminated.

The minutes and bulletins which are located in the archives of the

project provide evidence of the developmental process and flow of

the project.

Other forms of dissemination included on site demonstrations

for interested personnel as well as for the State Advisory Council

on Vocational Education and the U. S. Office of Education. Local

community, county agencies institutions from higher education through

the elementary school were provided various forms of information.

Cn 'the national level two papers were presented at the APGA Conven-

tion, April, 1971, in Atlantic City by two of the administrators of

this project and one at the AVA Convention, December, 1970, in New

Orleans.

Press releases were made to numerous media. To date they ap-

peared in the following newspapers.

Paper City Date Page No.

Gazette Prince Frederick 7-24-71 2
iaryland Independent La Plata 7-22-71 19
County News Laurel 7-28-71 14
CountyRecord Denton 7-21-71 15A
Independent Prince Frederick 7-22-71 8
Kent County News Chestertown 7-21-71 B8
University of iaryland PrecisCollege Park 7-30-71 3

At large dissemination of selected data and materials on re-

quest were provided. The names of requesting individuals or agenc-

ies appear in Appendix L. This is only a partial list as clerical,

staff was not available to make a search in the many files.
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APPENDIX

Due to the large quantity of appendices
materials and the cost of reproduction
a limited quantity of these were made.
In the event a special need for these
occurs they may be obtained from the
director of the project.


